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/‘7 SUMMARY

“4ailored testing is a method of psychological measurement that sets out in
some degree to match the questions asked in a test to the person tald.ng it.
Matching may be acbieved f or example, by using , performance on earlier
questions to select a subsequent question . The necessary flexiH l is most
conveniently available using a computer—assisted presentatior ~.ch a testee
receiveé questions from an on—line termin al . A tailored test ~

. ely to yield
more information from each question than a conventiona l test . L. uniformity of
presentation which made conventional tests so widely viable and effective also
set a rest rictive limit to thei r efficiency.

This review considers research reported up to the second half of 1975. It
looks at the general concept of tailored testing and especially at its poten-
tial application to selection and aflocation in the Ari~y.

Tailored testing has developed gradually u sing statistical method s originating
in the middle 1940 s. The last five years, however , have equalled the previous
twenty—five in the voluase of research reported as computer—assisted possibil-
ities have become more realisable .

As a necessary four~1ation the review\[ooka at the statistical antecedents of
tailored testing and at the effects o~ a question$ a test context on its
characteristics, The Report then goes on to consider research on tailored tests
using sequential analysis , two—stage tè~its, branching test s, short teats , flexilevel
tests , and the more recent item-finding procedures. 
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1~ APRE Project 560 is concerned with the wide—ranging subje ct of alterna-
tives to conventional, pencil—and—paper testing. It is a forward—looking
project which does not address an iimediate problem nor necessarily expect
to provide imeediate applications: it hopes rather to break new ground wherein
might lie the seeds of productive ideas.

2. This Report looks generally at the concept of tailored testing and
especially at its application to selection and allocation in the Army. The
aim of the Report is to present a constructive view of tailored testing and
a review of research up to the second half of 1975. In this way the Report
gives the basis for APRE~s research progr e in this area. Killcross and
Cassie (1973), aM Killcross (1974) have introduced the general aims for this
research and suggested a possible appr oach it might take. The substance of
this Report corresponds largely to chapters 1 aM 2 of Kilicross (1975) —

with some modifications and additions — and is presented here to help access-
ibility. In retrospect Mc~ il1 (1968) can be seen as putting the APRE toe into
this particular research pool; the decision to enter the pool was taken in 1972
when Project 560 was being set up; this Repot’t and the pt’e#lous papers represent
the first steps.
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2. IN! CEJWTIC ~i

A. Uniformity in test presentation.

3. Describing the thorougimess of the revision procedures for the Stanfor d—
Binet scale Terman (1942) writes (p.8),

“ ....... strange as it may seem there are still clinical psychologists
who prefer a flexible test that can be adapted to the individu al’,
one that ‘vi].], be custom-made to fit each aubject ~. Needless to say,
the progress of psychometrics has consisted largely in escape from
the chaos of subjectivity resulting from the impromptu procedures
advocated by the author ju st quoted”. (i)

(The author quoted and taken to task by Terman was Kent (1937)).

4. While not advocating impromptu procedures or a retu rn to the chaos
of subjectivity it is explicitly the aim of the research to develop a method
of testing that is flexible, adapted to the individual teatee , aM custom—
made to fit him.

5. Mastasi (1954) writes (pp. 22—24),

“A psychological test is essentia lly an objective and itan dardised
measure of a sample of behaviour, ..... StaMardisation implies
uniformity of procedure in administering aM scoring the test.
• ..... Such a requirement is only a special applicati on of the need
f or controlled conditions in all scientific observatio ns. In a test
situation , the single independent variable is the individual being
tested . ...,.... Such standa rdisation extends to the exact materials
employed, time limits, .... and every other detail of the testing
situation”.

6. Both authoritie s speak without reservation of the virtue of uniformity.
The achievement of an unvarying presentation is seen as providing an armour
by which a test might more stro ngly resist the thrust of extraneous influence.
These views could be put so emphatically because they were given in a period
when psychologists were comforted aid perhaps in part beguiled by demon-
strations that their youthful science had iti own examples of scientific
rigour .

7, What had happened was that uniformity had been imposed under the
nebrella of standardisation. Uniformity is one way to achieve staidardisation— aid at the time was probably the best way — but it is not the only way.

8. DuBois (1970) considers the test item a very remarkable iu,e~tion
aid traces its developeent fro. a crude subjective form in 1902 to an item—
analysis supported entity that by the US Ai~~ Alpha test of World War 1
had already acquired some of what was to be its considerable sophistication.
Th. emphasis cams to be on group testing aid on the test as a homogeneous
assembly of items. That the assembly was also uniform for all taste.. was
not merely a f ashionable display of rigour: the undoubted philosophical
coergsniality of the requirement was seccidar 7 to its teclEical merit . The

(1) This quotation came to the authort. attention through Wood (1973).

UW~DUm
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forceful advance of psychological measurement during the period when called
on by the needs of two world wars was critica lly assisted by the benefit s
of cultivated uniformity of presentation. Nonetheles s, although such uniformi ty
contained a psychometric truth this was not a whole t ruth . That uniformity
was a constraint caused little concern aid at tracted little attention or
even rea lisation. Ind eed variabili ty was genera lly equated with loss of
adequate control — hence Tennan’s chiding. Yet the general philosophy of
psychologica l measurement is to sample behaviour with a view to extra—
po]sting to the wider area of behaviour about which the sample is
informative — so an accurate choice of behaviour sample is called for . If
it is now stipulated that an estimate of intelligence, say, must be made
based on identical behaviour sampling for all irrespective of their abilit y
then this uniformity can be seen to be a handicap . Why ask a lengthy fixed
series of questions of which perhap s a half are likely to be dead wood, being
either too hard or too easy to do any useful work? Would not questi ons
adjusted to ability provide a b1etter sample? Yet the handicap of uniformity
was not only accepted but advocated .

9. Why was the constraint of uniformity accepted? One answer is that
removal of the constraint appears to depend on lcnowing the result of the
test before it is given — on knowing the outcome before picking the questions .
This answer, however, ass~mtes that a test is pu indivisible unit, whereas
testing can alternatively be seen as an ongoing process in which it is
possible to inte rv ene. A test from this view—point is a serie s of encounters
between testee aid test item, each encounter providing a little more inform-
ation aid improving an accumulati ng estimate of the characteristic being
measured . Why then was testing mostly assumed to be a unit and not viewed
as a pro cess? One reason was perhaps an incomplete emancipation from pre—
Dar winian physicalisa; while individual differences and dynami c change were
central to the Darwinian theme aid directly contributory to later interest
in psychological measurement , the traditional methodologie s of the physical
sciences — suited to the manipulation of single passive variables and to
total rep eatabili ty — contizszed to be influential , Mong the physica].ist
concept s were the ideas that a measurement was someth ing extrac ted in its
entire ty from a relatively defined situation , aid that a measuring instrument
was an enduring piece of equi psent used f or a particular variable over a
range of values.

10. The early individual, intell igence tests did acknowledge the redundancy
of adminis tering test questions which were too easy or too hard , and , within
the overall sequence of the test , starting aid stopping places were matched
to the individu al testee : even some choice in the ordering aid selection
of sub—tests was left to the tester. Perhaps the earlier test constructors
were less blinkered than their successors became , or perhaps their flexibility
simply represented an unre solved vagueness in conceptu alisation. In either
case later events moved stro ngly towa rds the elimination of any residual
variability, not only f or large scale testing but also for subsequent
individual tests.

11. For large scale test ing the constraint of uniformity also had a sowd
practical rea son, the lack of an alternative flexible technology . The pencil—
aid-paper test ing medium developed to facilitate large scale testing was
a solution dictated by the technology of the day aid made group testing synony-
mous with a uniform treat~ent of the group. For such group testing the move
to strict uniformity to ensure truly c~~~on trea1~nent is necessary, aid one
of the ccnsequ~nces of this has been an unproductive spill-over of the
philosophy to other measurement approaches .

3



B. Variability in test presentation.

12. From as early as the late 1940s the idea of a variable test has been
mooted. Variable in the sense that the test is deliberately varied to suit
the individual testee , aid moreove r varied dynamically during testing using
previous answers to help select later questions. One form of assessment has
indeed always followed an individually varied course, and this is the interview:
in a sense the previous sentence describes an interview, In a sense too the
aim of a variable test can be construed as trying to keep the reliability
of a conventional pencil—aid—pape r test while giving it something of the individ-
uality (and humanity) of the interview. It was hardly an accident that Terman was
remons trating above with a clinical psychologist — a specialism in which
the needs for assessment and recognition of individuality come together.
Hutt (1947), also writing from a clinical setting, used the term adaptive
testing to refe r to an individual ly adjusted method of Stanford—Binet
administration. However , the slant of our research approach is not clinical,
it is concerned rather with objective forms of~individualised testing.

I ie developnent of the idea of testing as an ongoing process adjusted
individual testee will be presented in the following review, but
ü terms the aim of such adjustment is greater efficiency aid more

~y this aim has perhaps been joined by one of greater individual con—
~ration, In a very forward looking paper Hitk (1950), considering intelli-

gence tests in the light of inf ormation theor y, puts forwa rd in embryo an
outline of an individually adjusted test (p.161),

“Hence an intelligence test should, in theory, be a ~br~n~h process~;
ie. the first question should have a 0.5 chance of being answered
by anyone from the general population. If the subject answers it,
the next should have a 0.5 chance of being answered by anyone who
has been successful with the first; aid so on.”

Hick is considering here only the information transmission aspects of
efficiency.

14. The term tailored testing was coined by Lord (at a 1968 conference
in a paper subsequently published as Lord (1970b)).Th is is the generi c
name adop ted here for all forms of irdividua lised testing . Traditional forms
of pencil—aid—paper tests will generally be referred to as convention al tests.

15. Progress in computer technolog y has now provided a practical medium
for tailored testing. M individually tailored test can be conveniently
given by maintain ing a pooi of test questions in computer storage aid sitting
the testee at a linked terminal which has a visual display unit (yOU ) —

of television screen type — and a keyboard . Questions are presented on
the YOU aid the testee answers on the keyboard . Dependi ng on his perform-
ance on earlier questions the testee ’s next question is chosen by computer
prograim e to match a runni ng estimate (of his abilit y for example) that
is being up-dated as testi ng proceeds. The attempt is made to opt i.ise the
questions chosen f or presentation . Much the same techn ology has enjoyed
wide exploitation by many workers in the field of Computer—Assisted Instruct-
ion. It is this technology that is in mind for an Army selection aid
allocation application. Tailored testi ng approaches have also been tried
by researchers using computer teletype terminals aid various non—computer
methods; these approaches are also reviewed .

4
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16. Although a convenient technological solution is necessary for any
application of tailored testing) the main difficulty has been rather the
developsent of an effective conceptual framework . In an individualised test
diffe rent testee s will take different questi ons • This imeediate ly removes
a cornerstone of classical psychometri c theory and creates numerous problem s
of how to place testees on a conanon scale . The conceptual hiatus for early

• researchers in tailored testing should not be underestimated , Lord (1971e)— introducing tailored testing to a statisti cal readership — felt able to
write (p.707),

“However, the statistical reader need not be familiar with ~5ve~7 the
basic ideas of classical mental test  the ory — in particular, the
notions of ‘true 5~ Øre~ aid ~reliability i . The in—consequence of the
classical theo ry here is surpris ing. Perhap s this indicates that the
approach to be used is no less furdamental than the classical theo ry
itself” .

C. Army entr y procedures

17. To make clear the context at which the research j.s aimed a brief
description follows of the main points of the present Army entry procedures.

18. Non—coimnissioned entry into the Army for men and juniors is a two stage
procedure. There are some variations in detail as between men aid juniors,

J 

aid as between men in Scotland aid men from the rest of the United Kingdom:
in principle , however , the broad approach is the same , and WRAC entry also
has moved towards increased conformi ty with this general framework . The
largest applicant group following one particular variant of the general

• scheme is men in &~glard, Wales aid Northern Irel and . Thi s group provide s— as will be described — the most fertile ground for the introducti on of
individualised testing, aid the details aid discussion which follow refer
to this context and not necessarily to the other procedural variants.

19. The first stage of the ent ry procedure takes place at the local Army
Careers Information Office (Ad o). This is the screening stage at which
both applicants aid Army take most of their decisions about broad suitability.
The Army’s screening decision is based on biographical aid educational
information f rom interview, on the results of a 30 minute pencil—aid—paper
test of general reas oning ability aid basic ar itheetic and verbal attairment,
aid on a medical examination. About 50% of applicants are screened out at
the ACICs.

S



20. Successful applicants go on to the Recruit Selection Centre (Rsc) at
Sutton Coldfield for the 2—24 days which make up the second stage of the
entry procedure. The men who go on to RSC are technically recruits, having
enlisted at the ACIO; however , thi s enlistment is not binding aid an honourable
discharge is freely available whilst at RSC . Depending on recru itment between
12,000 aid 20,000 recruits may pass through RSC in a year and only about
10% drop out from all causes • Tailored testing is visua lised as being used
at this second stage.

21 • At RSC the concern is mainly with allocation , with f inding the best
match between the interests aid abilities of the recruit aid the needs of
the %rmy. This matchi ng process is helped by a two-way information flow:
the recruit learn s about the Army and about the employments available and
the Army learns more about the recruit . For the recruit a formal aid extensive
job briefing is supplemented by a question aid answer session and by inter-
view aid informal discussion opportunities; for the Army cognitive abilities
aid atta irinents are measured by a standard set of five p encil—aid—paper
tests , occupational interests aid motivati on are assessed by a pencil—aid—
pape r inventory aid at inter view, aid a detailed medical examination may
be carried out . At interview a Personnel Selection Officer (Pso ) continue s
the information exchange aid ultimately helps the recruit decide on his
first three allocation pre ferences . (~ e of these is almost always offered
to the recruit , aid in 7~~ of cases it is his first choice . Now the recrui t
must accept the allocation or claim his discharge . With the minimum of delay
the alloca ted recr ui t will be posted to his tr aining depot.

22. The Army’s selection aid allocation procedures are seen to follow the
traditional pattern based on standardi sed pencil—and—pape r tests designed
for uniform group administrati on. Up to five years ago this pattern was
more appropriate , but then the present two—stage centra lised pr ocedures
were introduced . Previously selection aid initial allocation had both taken
place at the many ACIO s, aid the fuller pencil—aid—paper testing with the
five standard tests had been carri ed out only at a recruit1s allocated
training depot — where his final allocat ion was generally confirmed within
the small range of employments available there. This was the traditi onal
context calling for uniform test treatment. With many testers in many testing
locations a syst em with a heavy eriphasis on uniformity is exactly what is
needed to combat the wide variety of experience that an allocated recruit
would encounter . The t raditional group test could be relied upon to give
meaningful results when given by almost anyone almost anywhere — or , more
moderately, administered according to its rules it was robust in resisting
the potential influen ce of rathe r wide bacI~ round variations .

23. It can be speculated that computer—linked remote terminal s might
have been possible at ACIOs or training depots even within an uncentra lised
framework , but clearly many more term inals would be needed and their usage
would be less intensive than if installed at an all—Ar my Selection Centre
But now that there has been the change—over to centr alised selection, and
now that an alternative flexible technology is avail able , we are left with
the paradox that the earlier necessary emphasis on uni formi ty has become
an overkill. What was a protective armour is now an impediment, what was
so successful in safe-guarding a minimum standard now limits the maxi mum.
In evolutionary terms the earlier adaptation based on a standard selection
test batte r, has become ma].adaptive for the new enviroruent. It is as if
all re cruits continued to be issued with one size of uniform even though
tailoring capaci ty has become available .

6



24. Benefits are to be expected from an individualised approach to psycholog-
ical measurement: aid in particular the view i8 held that cognitive testing
for selection and allocation in the Army at high volume centres is well
placed to benefit f rom the improved behaviour sampling that irdividualised
measurement allows. The idea of tailored testing is deliberately limited
here to the measurement of one cognitive characteristic at a t ime . The
logical extension of tailored testing to varying the set of characteristics
assessed is not pursued.

25. Tailored testing involves seine kind of cinestion selection from a question
pool. The question is becoming the working unit rather than the whole test .
It is perhaps not entirely f anciful to see an analogy t~ tween the move
from the test to the individual question , aid the progress of physical
science through successive layers of increasingly micr~~copic levels of
inquiry. Si~iIarly from a wider view one can see parallels between this
move to irdividualisation aid the reaction against mass pr~4uction, conformity,
and increasing individual anonymity. It may be in the end that individualised
procedures will be adopted simply because they are individual aid not because
of technical superiority.

7



~~ AN OV~RVI~~ OF PREVIt~JS RESEARQ(
fr

26. Research on tailored testing is a post~war phenomenon. Even so, despite
having a history of 25 to 30 years behind it, such research has not grown
to any great volume. Tailored testing has been a persisting idea, cherished
in turn by a series of researchers, but laid down almost as often as taken
up. It has held a promise which it has been slow to fulfil. Wood (1973)
speaking of educational interest in tailored testing cosuents (p. 529),

“For the past twenty—five years, this idea has exerted a more or
less continuous fascination on the educational research comeunity,
aid there has probably always been somewone working on it. Yet with
the greatest respect to all concerned, these enquiries have never
really amounted to anything of practical significance.”

The attraction of the idea is almost tangible but an operational real—life
application has yet to emerge. The traditional pencil—aid—paper group test
is, of course, one of psychology’s major successes. It tends to monopolise
educational aid psychological assessment as I~ 1 and Hoover have monopolised
other fields. The major traditional test users have developed smooth—running,
effective procedures that they are unlikely to be persuaded from by merely modest
temptation. However, research on tailored testing is now growing: most of
the literature references made iii this review to work specifically on tailored
testing were published after 1970. The following table illustrates the
growth.

Table 1 • The distribution over time of published literature on
research in tailored testing.

Period No . of publications

1944—47 2
1948—51 2
1952 — 55 2
1956 — 59 2
19 6 0— 6 3  3
1964—67 6
1968 — 71 21
1972 — 75 22

I
27. The growth can be linked to the availability of a facilitating technology
— that of t ime—shared, fast computers . The earliest experimental studies —

up to the late ‘60’s in some cases — perforce attempted pencil—and—paper
Implementations of tailored testing. This was a stony road aid a test imony
to the drive and ingenuity of the researc hers; such administrative incon-
venience weighed heavily against any subsequent application. Much of the
earlier literature also tended to be conceptual aid concerned with theoretic al
results. The use of an on—line terminal was quickly seen as almost a pr e-
condition of a workable tailored testing system, and research gives every Vappearance of mar ldng time while the technology ripened. It may be too that
the upturn of concern for the irdtvidual characteric of recent years has
provided a more supportive climate.

8



28, The nature of research on a topic develops aid matures, but not evenly
in different countries or across professional specisliems. Ideas persist with
some groups, are dropped quickly by others or are perhaps never taken up at

V all. The analogy of changes in fashions of dress would have several points
of correspondence. Consequently, although this review will parcel up the
literature into f our bundles, little more is claimed for the classification
than a certain structural and conceptual usefulness.

29. The research literature may be grouped as follows:—

A. Statistical anteceden ts.
B. Eff ects of question context .
C. Background tailored testing research,
1). Recent tailored testing research.

A aid C are important for their conceptual contributions rather than their
detailed findings C refers mainly to early pre-computer work or work
peripheral to the research planued. B is necessary to establish the case that
questions can in some circumstances be considered as independent units.
D contains much detail of value aid constitutes the main substance of the
review. The research are as A to D are reviewed in Sections 4 to 7 

following.9



4~S.TATISTICAL ANTECEDENTS

30. Tn this background Section the aim is to trace the developeent of
statistical methods that have provided the basis for a varie ty of approache sr to tailored testing . These methods have usually originated with a view to
applications in assessment or estimation problems outside psychological
measurement. The main distinguishing feature of the methods is that they call
for a sequential approach. Such an approach does not specify a one—piece
experiment to be carried through in toto to permit estimation of the para-
meter of interest , r ather it proceeds by a sequence of trials. These trials
are not pr e-deter mined, instead the specification for each trial is dependent
upon the results of the pre ceding trial sequence . A second distinguishing
feature is the type of data to which the methods may be applied . These methods
are concerned with dichotomous experimental responses (in our case wrong or
right answers to test questions ) — usually referred to as quantal response
data.

Sequential anal ysis

31, There are two threads to be followed through the developsent of
V sequential method s of estimation . The one which emerges as of less persisting

interest is that associated with the Statistical Research Group of Columbia
Universi ty (1945) aid Wald (1947, 1950) . This approach, sequential analysis ,
has been adopted extens ively in the quality control procedure s of manufact-
uring industrie s aid is applicable where there is a large number of ostensibly
equivalent items (rivets , resistors , spools of thread and the like). The
problem here is how to sample effectively so as to estimate the level of a
characteristic in a particular batch of output . (In our case we are wanting
to estimate the abili ty or atta irat ent of a person (the batch) from his
responses to a sample of questi ons.) The sequential analysis solution is to
take items one at a time aid check if each in turn meets the required quali ty
standard — thus providing a stream of yes/no data . After an item has been
examined the additional evidence is used to update an appropriate cumulative
statistic — for example, the Sequential Probability Ratio (Wald, 1947).
Depending on the new value of the statistic a decision is taken eithe r to
classify the batch f inally as acceptable or unacceptable or to increa se the
sample by taking in a further item, in which case the sequential procedure
is repeated. This final classification decision is made with prescribed risks
of false—rejection aid false-acceptance . The tailored element of sequential
analysis ii thus the length of the sequence. The procedure concerns itself
with successive decisions about whether there should be a next item or not ,
there is no question of tailoring the nature of the item. In psychological
measiwement it woul d not usually be appr opriate or often possible to present
a serie s of test questions that could be regarded as identical in nat ure .
If it were sufficiently certa in that such a series was appropriate this would
in maiq- cases mean that a sufficient estimate was already available . However ,
researchers, from Cowden (1946) to Ferguson (1971), have used this approach
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either as a first approximation or in an educational setting for mastery
testing . In the latter case , aid especially in relation to criterion—referenced
testing where a specific accomplisheent is involved, it can well be a matter
of rep etitive testi ng (say, of division of fractions ) to establish whether
acceptable proficiency has been achieved . Research using sequential analy sis
in individual educational aid psychological measurement is reviewed in
Section 6. A statistical developsent by Armitage (1950) supports a multiple
final classification rather than a simple split aid is used by one group of
researches to be described.

32. Sequential analysis , then , forms the basis of useful but limited
applications of tailored testing . It is not a method app licable to the
general measure ment problem where the re is no fixed value in mind for the
para meter being estimated . However , the explicit formulation of decision
risks is a characteristics relevant to the tailored testing application in
view. It will emerge that the second thread to be picked up from the
developsent of sequential method s, while genera lly more helpful , does not
have a decision risk orientation.

Up—aid-down sequential estimat ion 
V

33. The second thread leads to the research of most direct relevance. It
began with methods originally devised f or testing the sensitivi ty of explosives
by Anderson, V McCarthy aid Tukey (1946) of the Statistical Research Group at
Princeton. These are the “staircase ” or “up—aid-down” methods of sequential
estimation . Dixon aid Mood (1948) suggested that these methods could be
app lied in other fields aid proposed estimators that were taken up in
bioassay or toxicology. These ideas were subsequently developed extensively
in bioassay, aid much of this work offers useful comparison with its psycho-
metric equivalent . Lord (1970 b) in what amounts to a fowidation contribution
to much recent tailored testing research writes, (p.140),

“It is a fortwiate fact that most of the problems dealt with here
closely parallel similar problems in bioassay. Much fruitful work
has been done on the bioassay problems • This provides the inspiration ,
the backgrou nd, aid indeed the backbone of this chapter .”

34. It may be helpful to look at the analogy between bioassay aid psycho-.
metrics in a little detail before following developsents further. The
bioassayist has an ins•cticide, say, for which he is trying to estimate the
lethality. He has control over the dose administered aid can observe death
or survival in his insects. The confrontation between dose aid insect results
in a quantal outcome , life or death . This is anslo u s to the confrontation
between a person’s ability aid a test question aid the outcome fail or pass.
The analo gy does not hold for what is controlled. Whereas we have information
about the difficulty of out test questions and try to infer an wdaiown ability
‘by manipulating question difficulty, the bioassayist is unable to vary the
resistance of his insects aid infers the lethal ity of his insecticide thro ugh
varying its do...
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35. The essence of up—and-down methods is that after a trial with an observed
outcome the independent variable is altered for the next trial so as to favour
the opposite outcome — after survival the dose is increased , after a wrong

—- answer an easier question is asked. In this way an overall balance of outcome s
tend s to be achieved . The details of up—aid-down procedures are concerned
with how the next trial is to be specified (for example , in what steps should
the independent variable be changed), with how a decision to terminate the
trials is to be made , aid with how the observed responses are to be converted
to a f inal estimate or score . V

36. Furthe r developuents of up—aid-down methods in bioassay are outlined
below. A few additional details will also be given in Section 7, where they
can be more appropriately mentioned after the introduction of backgr ound theory
which it would be uzth elpfu l to present here in a general statistical context.
Brownlee, Hodges aid Rosenblatt (1953) wrote of the slow initial take-up of
Dixon aid Mood ’s (1948) prop osals (p. 262),

“In spite of this efficiency advantage , the up—aid-down method
does not seem to have been given much conside rati on in such
fields as bioassay or fatigue testing of metals .”

They went on to confirm the superiori ty of the sequential app roach over
previous probit methods even for small samples , aid proposed the use of a
more convenient estimator of the main parameter of intere st . They also
proposed the possible use of two (or more) para llel series of trials . In
their case they were concerned to make good use of the delay sometime s
necessary between consecutive bioassay trial s, but this idea is of some
interest in tailored testing as a means of checking possible anomalous
re sponses,

37. The block up—aid-down method is a stra ightforward extension , of conven-
ience in bioassay, that treat s several insects in one trial . This convenience
does not t ranslate to tailored testing but administering blocks of questions
does permit more complicated rules for choosing the next block and such
approache s have attracted some tail ored testing research. In bioassay the
blocking method has been investig ated by Wetherill (1963), Cochran and Davis
(1964), aM Tsutak ava (1967).

38, A different developuent is that by Robbins and Monro (1951). Their
proposal may be regarded as a shrink ing—step up-aid-down method . Larger
alterations are made td the independent variable initially, with ever smaller
steps as the procedure zeroes in on the appropriate level. Such methods were
found by Wethe rill (1963) to be extr emely satisfactory in some instances.
It will be seen later that full Robbins—Monro approaches are not possible
in tailored testi ng, but modified shrinking—step procedures have been proposed .
The Robbina-Monro proposals were for large samples. Cochran aid Davis (1965)
investigated a nueber of Robbins-Monro procedure s for samples of fifty and
less aid were able to offer useful gains over non—sequential des:Lgns . Davis

V (1971) compared several sequential bioassay methods aid concluded that delayed
variants of both Robbins-4fonro aid up-and-down procedures gave good results
in all situations. Writing so recently he was , however, still able to coement(p•$o),

“While the asymptotic properties of sequential experiments, especially
the Robbins-Monro proces s, are relatively veil established , the
accuracy of estimates aid the guiding pr inciples for the design of small
sample experiments in bioassay are as yet incomplete Ly explored .”

12
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V 39. A new approach, aid one paralleled in tailored testing at about the

same time, is that of freeman (1970) who introduces Bayesian sequential
estimation. This will be developed in Section 7 but it is of interest that
research in tailored testing appears at about this stage to be coming abreast
of general advances in stochastic approx imation ,

40. Before leaving this section it is appropriate to mention for completeness
that research in psychophysics has also taken an interest in the developsents
in sequential estimation in othe r fields , Cornsweet (1962), Taylor aid Cree lman
(1967 ) with the ir Parame tric Estimation by Sequential Testing, Kappauf (1969)
aid Rose et al (1970) are examples. As the psycho—physicist (in coemon with
the bioassayist) is in a position to vary the physical intensity of his
stimuli (the analogue here of abili ty) rather than the sensitivity of his
subjects there has not apparently, perhaps for this reason , been any direct
cross-.ferti lisatio n with tailored testing .

V V ;

.~F.
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5,E~~~CTS OF QUESTION CONTEXT

41, Tailored testing methods select for presentation questions drawn from
a larger pool . Two testees may well receive no questions in conston; when
they do receive the same question it will in most cases follow different
preceding items aid occur at a different stage in their test session. Does
such variation in context affect an item s psychometric characteristics?
The tailored testing procedures proposed have all assumed that item character-
istics will remain ~table irrespective of context . It will be necessary for
real—life app licat ~ ~ of tailored testing to examine the size of any context
effects. To maintu ~te viability of tailored testing research it is
necessary to estab ~~~. ~ the possibility of context —free items .

42. “Question” aid “item” have been used interchangeabl y in the previous
paragraph aid will be used in this way throughout. While “item” and “response”
are strictly more accurate —because many tests are not in interrogative for m
— the terms “question ” and “answer” often allow less stilted descriptions
aid are used here with a more general meaning than literally theirs.

43. It is a priori likely that the content aid difficulty of a question
series could be made such as to influence the performance of some cons ti tuent
items. However, the appropriate question is not, “Are substantial effects
possible?” but rather, “Are effects likely?” A tailored test trie s to present
homogeneous items of about the same difficulty . It is in the nature of
tailored tests that item difficulty is concentrated in a more or less narrow
band appropriate for the testee. In this way the individualised approach
might avoid the worst situations for effects steaming from frustration or
demotivation.

44. The invest igations so far made of context effects have been confined
to pencil—and—paper tests apart from one or two recent stud ies. The use of
a Visual Display Unit (VDU ) computer terminal as the testing medium is a
change that demands caution when looking to findings from pencil—aid—paper
settings. Accordingly the research findings reviewed below cannot be taken
as definitive : their flxkction is simply supportive . All the studies reviewed
were carried out in schools or colleges.

45. Moflenkopf (1950), Sax aid Crosack (1966), and Flaugher, )felton aid
)b’ers (1968) establish the basic general f inding that under essentially non—
speeded (power) conditions item statistics aid correlations with other
variables are not significantly affected by ite. rearrangement. Sax aid
Cromack conclude (p.311),

“In general, the results support the thesis that test constructors
have a responsibility of arranging items in ascending order of
difficulty if tests are lengtly or time limits restricted . Evidently
little is gained in arrargLng items if time limits are generous.
Nor is there aiq- advantage in constructing ‘motivatio nsi ’ tests ,
consisting of a few easy itemi mixed with more difficult ones, over
r andom forms of item arrangements”. V
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46. Mar50 (1970) carried out two experiments . In the first a pool of two
hundred 4—option multiple—choice vocabulary items was used to assemble a
139—item test displaying a wide range of difficulty. This test was arranged
in three f ormats,

— ascending order of difficulty
— descendi ng orde r of difficul ty
— randomly arranged.

The three forms were randomly assigned to one hundred and twenty two student s,
previously classified as high , averag e, or low on test anxiety, aid
administered as power tests. The different item arrangements were found not
to relate to score achieved . Test anxiety did affect achievement score but
did not interact with item arrangement.

47. In a second experiment Marso used a course examination arranged again
in three f orms,

— topic presentation in cour se order
— topic presentation in reverse order to that of the course
- questions randomly arranged .

Re sults confirmed those of the first experiment .

48. A number of studies have looked at item context in the course of
investigations of item sampling for estimating test norms (Lord (1962),
(19 65)) .  Here subsets of items are administered aid used to estimate the
mean aid standard deviation of the whole test. Any systematic effects on
item performance would evidence themselves in systemati c errors of
estimation.

49. Owens aid Stufflebeam (1960 ) comparing contrasting samples of about
two thousand 4th grade school children used item subsets of 3, 6 aid 9 items
from 50 multiple—choice vocabulary questions. 17, 8 aid 4 different subsets
of these three lengths resp ectively were administered to fractions of each
sample. The population mean aid standard deviation were as well estimated
from item samples as from equivalent pupil samples. Both sampling techniques
showed less precision in estimates of the mean for the higher abili ty pupils
from advant aged neighbourhoods • Pupils , having taken an item subset , went
on to attempt the rest of the SO items, so that Owens aid Stufflebeam were
also able to look specifically at whether variations of item ~ quence affected
test performance. lbs results from varied aid standard sequences were so close
as to suggest, the authors conclude cautiously (p.82),

“..... that the sequence of items need not have a significant effect
on test performance”.

50. Sirothik (1970) looked specifically at the context effect in item
sampl ing. He investigated mean and variance estimates from subsets of
vocabulary (syno~ym), arithmetic, aid teacher attitude items taken by
180 students ixder power conditions. No support for a contex t effect was
fo~sid, the author giving his opinion that the mean estimates were relatively
i aie to context effect for all three type s of item, while further studies
were needed to look at variance estimation.

51. Feldt aid Forsyth (1974 ) looked at the same top ic as Sirotnik for
school grades 9 to 12. All pupils took one of two special tests in addition
to a regular attai nssnt battery. For about 130 pupils from each grade the
additional test was of th. abili ty to identify correct and effective written
.xjwsssion. For about 350 pupils fro. each grade the test was of quantitative
this~cing aid involved s~~~ intsrprstation of graphical aid tabular mate rial.
Both sets of sxpsriment al test material comprised subsets from



parent tests parallel to a test in the main battery. No net context effect
of any size was evidenced by the language test material. However , for the
quantitative questions the mean estimates from the item sample s were
consistently larger than for the whole test. Feldt aid Forsyth , speculating
on the difference, gave as possible explanations,

— a decrement in motivation with test length, the
quantitative item sample was only a quarter the length
of the full test compared with a half for the language
item sample.

— or , aid possibly more likely, the greater mental demands
of the quantitative test led in the longer test to clear
experience of failure with negative motivatio i*,i. consequences
that were avoided in the shorte r test.

— or that the time factor had inadvertently favoured the item
samples (against this was the fact that noncompletion was
less than 1% in the main battery).

If eithe r motivational explanation were correct this would not necessarily
mean that performance on item subsets had lower predictive validi ty than
performance on these items in a full—length test : the reverse could even
be argued. It would mean that item—sampling norm estimates would initially
require some form of corroboration. For tailored test ing it would mean that
item calibration from a long test might be suspect. (vice item standards had
been validated against longitudinal criteria in the usual way then for
selection and allocation the calibration differenc e would be of no consequence .

52. Apart from an overall context effect a carry—over influence from the
difficulty level of the iiimzediately preceding item has been claimed —

especially an error—proneness following failure. Huck aid Bowers (1972)
reviewed such claims aid investigated the possibility of bias in estimate s
of item difficulty from such a cause . Course examinations were prepared in
a varie ty of orders for 120 aid ióo psychology students. An analysis of
variance procedure designed expressly for testing whether treateents (items
in this c e )  have carry—over effects (Williams (1949)) was employed but did
not detect such effects.

53. The research reviewed In this Section clearly allows the possibility
that in some situations at least item characteristics are context—free .
This is sufficient for the i ediate purpose. Transferable item character-
istics are best obtained from untimed administrations of short tests.
Noltiple—choice vocabulary (synonym) items are among those which have shown
(for students) i miity to context. It may be that in the psychometric theory
that will evolve for tailored testing a place should be reserved for indices
of context—reliability.
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6. E*RIX TAILORED TESTIM

A. Introduction.

54. In this section three kinds of research will be discussed . All are
directly concerned with tailored testing but have in coemon that they are
somewhat distant from the main line of Project 560. Sometime s the distance
results from a difference in approach , sometimes it reflects the vastly
greater computing power avail able today. The three kinds of research are ,

— work using the sequential analysis procedures outlined in
Section 4. These are the procedures associated with Wald
aid were described above as leading to research of lesser
relevance

— work before 1970 based on a f ixed step up—aid--down method
that steers a testee through a pre —detennined lattice or
network of paths between items . Tests of this kind and
period were usually referred to as branching or prograsmied
tests . This nomenclature reflects a general influence or
push from the then topical field of pr ogra smied learn ing
aid teaching machines.

— work , possibly rich in ideas , but limited in its scope by
the limitations of the technological facilities used or
available. Such work (as reviewed here ) was carried out
before 1970.

The above classification simply defines what is being regarded as background
research: it is not a division which can always be followed in the review
below.

55. Before moving on to the earliest tailored testing research it will
be useful to distinguish the following ways used to collect data.
Theoretical studies attempt within the limits of mathematical tract-
ability to model a test situation . Mathematical functions which might show
or have shown working approximation are used to explore tendencies, relation.’
ships and limits. The range of theoretical studies possibl e has been con-
siderably extended by the availability of computers capable of executing
solutions by nueerical methods for the less tractable situations. Within
the limits of their a3stmlptions such methods are very powerful. Monte Carl o
simulation studies generate test dat a from a theoretical base. This data
will be a plalEed sample from the given area and will help explore a situ ation
too complex or difficult to explore more exhaustively by theoretical means .
Real—data simulations are based on data from encounters between real people
aid real questions. Such data is used as if it had occurred in a tailored
test. In this way a sequence of individual ly selected items may be t aken
from a testee t s test record with no regard to the original test order of
items • ~~pirical studies are real—life tailored tests , presenti ng real
people with real items aid tailoring the choice of items to the individual
person during testing according to the procedure being investigated.
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56. The above orde r of presentation of the four methods is generally one
of decreasing research accessibility. F~npirical research with computer
assistance is an expens ive urdertalcing aid usually follows only after
preliminary research by one or more of the other methods . (k~i the other
hand attempt s at pencil—aid—pape r implementations of tailored testing are
not expensive and have been embarked on without pre liminaries in a number
of studies to be described .

57. The remainder of the Section is a study—by—s tudy review with inter-
spersed stminary views and coimnents. For these earlie r studies it is often the
case that othe r details become as important as the results pro per . These
instances provide particular pegs for coimnents to hang on.

B. Tests usina sequential analysis.

58. Let us take first for review resear ch making use of Wald ’s sequential
analysis. The earliest application to educational aid psychological measurement
was that of Cowden (1946). Perhaps unsurprisingly his was an empirical study
with a class of statistics students. Grades for the course were assigned by
a sequential pr ocedure using a pool of 200 items from which subt ests of 20
items were admini stered separately as conventional pencil—and—paper tests.
Each subtest was marked before students went on to the next . Student s only
went on to a further subtest if — in the sequential analy sis method — their
performance so far had not classified them with suf ficient confidence . He found
three subtest s were suf ficient to classify a majori ty of students .

59. Moonan (1950) used a real -data simulation from re sponses to a 75—item
achievement test . He investig ated how well an item by item sequential analysis
could approximate the pass/fail classification based on the whole test . ~~the average 40 items showed a good approxim ation .

60. !m~astasi (1953) aM Burgess (1955) reversed the roles of testee aid item.
They used sequential analysis to classify- items for test suitability on the
basis of a series of responses by differ ent people .

61 • None of the four early researches above apparent].y offered a persuasive
utility, for the next tailored testing studie s to use sequential. analysis were
not until 1968. So aithot~h the approach had been demonstrated in psychometri c
applications — and to some effect — it was not per ceived as useful .
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62. A group of researchers — Cleary, Linn aid Rock — experimented in a number
of studies with variatio ns of an elementary form of tailored testing . This
form is two—s tage test ing, Here testing is in two parts. The fir st stag e is
coemon to all testees and is aptly termed a routing test as its function is
to steer or allocate testees to the most appropriate of several tests making—
up the second stage of the procedure. The tests in the second part are rela-
tively specia].ised , say by abili ty level , aid are refe rred to as measurement
tests. Figure 1 illustrates a two—stage procedure in which a 10—item routing
test directs a testee to one of five 20—item measurement tests. Two—stage
testing could be used with pencil—aid—pape r tests , especially if there were
a little time between stages. A screening test governi ng admission to a full
test batte ry could be viewed as a special application of a two—st age strategy ,
but more typically both routing aid measurement tests are short by conventional
test standards aid all teste es proceed to the second stage .

63. Cleary et al used sequential analysis for some of their routing tests
and with some success . (Oth er form s of two —stage testing are discussed later).
Their techni que was that of Armitage (1950 ) in which allocation to measurement
test depended on the cumulative value of a probability ratio statistic. Real—
data ä imulation from respons es to items in scholastic tests taken by large
samples of 11th—grade pupils aid college student s allowed an item—by—item
consideration of performance on the subset of items selected to make a routing
test. øf course, contrary to the requirement of Wald ’s approach, the items
in the routing subset were not equivalent and this was recognised by the
researchers; the items differed in both difficulty and discrimination so that
the theoretical assumption regarding responses as random trials of a random
variable held only to an approximation. However, this approximate sequen-
tial analysis strategy was among the more successful of the routing possibil-
ities explored. In the first study (Cleary et al, 1968 a) “sequential item
sampling” was one of four routing methods tried. (Their other methods are
referred to later). Of these methods (p.357),

“The sequential method resulted in the fewest errors of classification
aid the highest overall correlation with total test score for both the
original aid the cross—validation samples”.

However , correlation with total test score was high for all four methods -.
ra nging from 0.91 to 0.96 for the cross-validation sample and generally only
comparable with what the study also showed could be achieved throug h the use
of shortened conventional tests using the best items .

64, The use of total test score in the above study as a criterion for compar-
ing alternative approaches is a device coninon in real-da ta simulation studies.
It is the score on the conventional, test that provide s the basis for the
simulation . As one estimate of the characteristic being assessed it is clearl y
appropriate to look at how well total score corresponds in turn with estimates
by alternati ve means . Nonetheless, as a criteri on, total score on a conven-
tional test has limitat ions. Reproduction of conventional test estimates is
not the prime purpose of tailored testing . Both conventional test ing aid
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PIGUR~ 1 An example of a two—stage test (after Weiss, 1974).
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tail ored testing have the common aim of assessing psychological characteristics ,
aid both no doubt can be expected to achieve this less than perfectly . Conse-
quently while useful as a screening criterion a conventional test score is
inappropriate for finer evaluations • By definition an improved method of
assessment (or an equal but different method) will have a high but signifi-
cantly imperfect correlation with existing methods. The research of Feldt &
Forsyth (1974) mentioned in Section 5 suggests, for example, that conventional
aid tailored testing might in some cases differ in their susceptibility to
motivational influence .

65. In Cleary et al’s study it should also be noted that correl ations with
total score carried a part /whole inflati on (40 items out of 190). The simulated
shortened conventional test also carried the same inflation so that compar—
ability was not lost. However , an independent total score could well be used.

66. A follow—on study (Cleary et al, 1968 b) was restricted to sequential
item sampling used to route testees to one of eithe r three or four second—
stage measurement tests. To achieve the same (inflated) correlation with
total score (0.96) as that found for an average 37 items in the two—stage
test required at least a 50-item conventional test.

67. Linn et al (1969), using the same real -data base , compared the same
sequential item sampling strategy with other approaches against external
criteria — in this case subsequent achievement test scc~res. The otherapproaches included branching as well as two —stage forms of tailored testing
aid these again are discussed furthe r below . Against the external criteria
all the tailored testing forms correlated more highly than conventional
short tests made up to the same length from the best items. Of the several
tailored testing forms those incorporating sequential item sampl ing were
among the more successful .

68. Finally in this series of researche s Linn et a]. (1972) used the same
sequential test ing procedure in a real -data simulation from college student
examination resp onse data. (ki this occasion the success of sequential testing
in classifying students into lower aid uppe r groups was examined . Figure
2 illustrates the ir results for a mathematics examination. The increasing
value s for A in Figure 2 refer (not numerically ) to decreasing levels of
misclassification risk. The mathematics examination was 75 items in length.
In this study the sequential testing took items in the same order as in
the examination . Generally sequential testing required abou t half the items
needed by conventional tests for the same number of correct classifications .
For sequential testing it is aver age number of items required that is plotted ;
students away from the cutti ng point would generally need fewer than this
average , those closer would need more.
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PIGURE 2 A simulated comparison of sequential teats and short

conventional teit. . (Remaita Ire. Lthn , Rook & Clear y

(1972) : a mathematics examinatio n is the basis here
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60. Results in two other examination subje cts were similar. These results
agree closely with those of a theoretical study by Green (1070 ) which are
illustrated in Figure 3 for a sequential test used to classify Ability Level
as less or greater than a standard s core of zero.

70. Working in a context bettet suited to the requirement of equivalent
items Ferguson (1060, 197 1 a & b) also employed a sequential analysis
approach . The context was individually prescribed instruction aid he was
working on the assessment of proficiency in lear ning obje ctives. Es pecially
at the elementary level, aid perhaps especially in mathematics , it become s
possible to formulate item generation procedures (for example, to produce
items calling for the addition of two 2-digit positive numbers less than
50). Where this is possible computer assistance can be used to generate
furthe r equivalent items to a built—in specification as they are required
for testing. Figure 4 is the classic quality control chart as applied by
Ferguson to proficiency testing. Fe rguson (1971 a) describe s an application
of the sequential approach using item generators for testing various levels
of addition—subtraction proficiency in an empirical study with pupils in
grades I to 6 • Questio ns were pre sented on a computer te]etype terminal
and responses made on a partially covered keyboard . No practical difficulties
were reported. Branching rules for moving to the next objective were written
so as to allow skipping up the objective hierar chy when high proficiency
was established. Branching reduced the testing time required (althoug h from
an educational standpoint a more important finding was that more items were
generally f ound necessary f or profi ciency decisions than the conventional
test procedures had allowed). Assessments f rom the sequential procedure
were judged as valid and reliable as those from conventional tests .

71 • The sequential analysis procedures reviewed above have shown benefits
in applications calling f or assessments to divide people into two (aid
possibly three aid four) subgroups on eithe r side of a pre-detennined cutting
level. This situation is likely to arise in educational or training pro—
graames in relation to mas tery of units of instruction: o~i the othe r hand
the method would not cope comfortably with the provision of diagnostic
information in the case of non-ma stery . A possible use in selection would
be for the initial screening of job applicants where minimum qualifications
on critical abilities aid attainsents could be tested in this way. (A furt her
APR! research projec; P582, “The use of visual display units to improve
testing procedures at Army Careers Information Offices”, is looking at this
possibility). However, sequential analysis is not an appropriate method
for helping the general allocation of personnel, although its explicit
formulation of misclassification risks is a desirable feature.
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FIGURE 4

An appli cation of s.qu.ntial analysis to proficiency testing .
r
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Q. Two—stage tests.

r 72. Now we will return to look more closely at the two—st age testing
procedures already introduced at paragraph 62.

73. In a large scale empirical study Angoff & Huddleston (1958) compared
two—stage college entrance tests in verbal aid mathematical aptitude to
conventional tests. In both subjects a routing test “directed ” pupils to
one of two measuremen t tests. In fact , using a sample of 6,000 pup ils all
possible combinations of measuremen t and routing test were administered
so that a subsample necessaril y took the appropriate measure ment tests as
if routed. The measurement tests wer e more reliable than the conventional
tests , aid showed slightly higher predictive validity against grade point
average. The routing procedure made some 20% of routing misclassifications .
The technical superiority of the two—stage procedures was not considered
sufficient to offset the administra tive difficulties that would arise .

74. In research already ref erred to for its use of sequential item sampling
for a rout ing test Cleary et al (1968 a) also experimented with three othe r
routing tests. All routing was to one of four 20—item measurement tests.
This study was a real—data simulation using responses of several t housand
11th grade pupils to 190 multiple—choice verbal items. The three routing
methods were:—

1 • Double routi ng: A 10—item initial test was composed of items
of about 50% difficulty level. Scores on this test were used
to divide the sample into two approximately equal groups who
went on to two separate 10-item tests similarly constructed in
relation to their own groups . A further split then directed
testees to the four measurement tests.

2. Broad range routing: A 20.-item routing test having a rectangular
distribution of item difficulties (as illustrated in Figure 1)
divided the sample into approximate quarters based on the 20—
item score .

3. Group-discrimination routing: The total sample was divided into
approximate quarters on the 190-item total score . Item difficulties
were then evaluated within each of the four grou ps. The 20 items
with the largest difficulty range between top aid bottom quart ers
were then selected for the routing test. Allocation to measure-
ment test was on the 20—item score .

75. The last approach is interesting in that it explicitly recognises
in a snail way that tailored testing may require other item parameters
than are appropriate for conventional test construction: in this case item
difficulty by a coarse ability grad ing was used rather than over—all group
difficulty (an approach not unlmovri in conventiona l work but less coemon).
That the different approaches give different results is shown by the following
details • The 20 items selected for the group-discrimination aid broad range
routing tests had only six items in cc on. The sequential item sampling
routing test (described earlier), made up of the 23 items having the highest
point—biserial correlations with total test score , had only 10 items in
co on with the group-discr imination test.
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76. For classifying the total sample into quarters compared with the “true”
190—item classification, group-discrimination routing (29% misclassifications )
was clearly superior to broad range (39%) or double (41% ) routing . sequential
routing (27% ) did slightly better. In terms of reproducibility of the 190—
item score similar relativities obtained between correlations of this score
aid the four two—stage approaches. However , only the sequential approach
was as effective as a 40-item conventional test.

77. In U.im et al’s (1969) follow—on research using external criteria
(paragraph 67 above ) the group-discrimination approach was superior to the
other approache s in allowing prediction of these criteria , aid much
superior to a conventional test of the same length. A conventional test
three t imes the length would be needed to give comparable results.

78. The two—stage testing research reviewed is generally encouraging.
(kie would like to see Linn et al’s (1969) favourable results confir med
in empirical studies before accepting the absolute size of the advantage.
It may be significant that the most favourable result was achieved by the
approach which looked a little beyond conventiona l, item statistics .

• D • Branchiria tests.

79. Next are the earlier fixed—step up—and-down sequential procedure8.
• These procedures f orm an evolutionary line which continues through into

Section 7 of this review. The archetypal procedure i~ based on a branching
network of pathways thro*h a fixed lattice of questions . An example is
illustrated in Figure 5, but there are mar~ variations. All testees begin
with the same START question, usually of middle difficulty, aid move through
the network along routes which depend on their performance on successive
items. Any test.e will be steered through only five of the fif teen questions
in the network. Referring to Figure 5, the more able testee will tend to
get his initial questions right but after branching u~~ards to questions
of greater difficulty he will find a better match. “Fixed-step” refers
to the constant difference between neighbouring difficulty levels; “up-
and -down” refers to the method of steering. In a more extensive network
than the 5—stage plan of Figure 5 it will only be extreme testees who by
the end of their test have not been encowntering items approxi mately matched
to their ability. In the later stages of such tests the answers of most
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testees can be expected to show a rough balance between wro ng and right.
In this way the test taken i~ tail ored to suit the individual testee • Such
tests are various ly referred to by later researchers as branching,
progra ed, or pyramidal tests: an earlier term was sequential item tests ,
but to avoid confusion with sequential analysis methods this term is not
used below .

80. Krathwohl & Huyse r (1956 ) were the first to employ a branching test
of this kind. Interestingly they had been looking at a sequential analysis
approach (which we have already seen achieved earlier adoption ) for switching
testees from one block of questions to another. However they came rowid
to the automatic—routing design of the branching test. Their thinking,
of course, had a pencil—aid—paper context in mind where sequential analysis
sets administrative proble ms. First they used a real -dat a simulation from
a 60—item college—level ability test. The test had 5—option multip le-.choice
items aid Krathwohl & Huy ser distinguished not only right aid wrong answers
but also better aid poorer wrong answers. Their branching test had three
exit paths from each item rather than the two of Figure 5. Because guessing
in the conventional test dat a base seemed to be raising branching test
scores unduly a new design was tried for further simulation. This design
had two items at each node in the branching network — a block design in
bioassay terms. Again there were three exits from each node , depending
this time on whether two, one , or none of the items there were correctly
answered . Correlations of about 0.77 with total score were obtained by
a three -stage branching test of this kind which considered only six of
a student’s 60 responses.

81. Subsequently Krathwohl & Huyser tried an empirical pencil—and—paper
implementation of their scheme; the most important outcome of this trial
being that they ran into considerable practical difficultie s in test
administration.

82. The United States Ar~~ took up research on branching tests primarily
with the aim of f inding shorter tests. This is reported in a nuaber of
studies from 1960 orwards. Bayroff et al (1960) aid Seeley et al (1962)
constructed four 6-etage branching tests to a modified Krathvohl and Huyser
design. Then in an empirical study they tried out pencil—aid-paper imple-
mentation s of two tests — verbal aid arithmetic reasoning. The branching
tests were administered to 327 enlisted men. Despite finding that the tests
were too easy (no suggestion of motivational causes was made for the high
scoring) correlations of 0.68 aid 0.74 resp ectively were fouid for the
6—item branching tests with independent parallel 50 and 40 item conventional
tests. ~~ the other hand Seeley et al (1962) also concluded (p. 7),

“..,. it became apparent that the SIT~~he branching test7 possessed
some characteristics not entirely advantageous in terms of
intended AiW use” ,
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83. They went on to detail these as follows:—

1 • The branching test was more costly arid time consuming to construct.
2. Administration of the 6—item branching tests was lengthy. For

the two tests 10 to 15 minutes of initial instruction were required
as well as the 15 minutes allowed for test completion.

3. Scoring presented problems as a testee1s seli’.-routing through
the branching test had to be checked.

4, The instructions for the branching test were not understood by
substantial proportions of men. Overall 9% of the verbal arid
21% of the arithmetic reasoning test records were not scorable
(note that the arithmetic reasoning test was attempted second
within the single 15 miraite time limit).

84. As might be expected the proportion of not—scorable records was related
to performance on the Armed Forces Qualification Test. Men in Mental Category
IV (10th — 30th percentile) had the highest prop ortion of not—scorable
records.

85. The researchers suggested that further experimentation with branching
tests in this f orm was not worthwhile, but that the basic concept may have
considerabb utility for presentation using a testing machine. Bayroff (1964)
reported a feasibility study for a programed testing machine but this
was not then built al though reported as within the state of the art. (However,
it will be seen in Section 7 that Bayroff et al (1974 ) do develop a
progra ed testing system).

86. Leaving the US Army studies temporarily, Paterson (1962) had explored
widely at a more abstrac t level . He used a computer—assisted Monte Carlo
simulation applied to 6—item conventional aid branching tests. The limit-
ation to such short tests was imposed by his computing facilities. Wi thin
his branching test he placed the most discri minating items first within
their difficulty level. He departed from a fixed difficulty step between
items by allowing higher item discriminations to call for a larger step
in difficulty level in the choice of the subsequent item. He also studied
the influence of item discrimination, and of the shape of the ability
distribution ass~aod, He fowid that his branching method gave more precise
ability estimates for more extreme levels of ability, but that overall
there was little to choose in precision against the conventional, test.
The branching test results reflected non-ncrinal ability distributions more
sensitively. Errors in estimating the item statistics were fowid not to
be critical,

I
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87. For the US Army Waters (1964 ) carried out a theoreti cal study comparing
5—item branching aid conventional tests • She as sumed a normal distribution
of underlying abili ty aid normal ogive item characteristic curves . For
both open-sided aid multiple—choice questions she showed that branching
t~est scores correlated more highly with underlying abi lity than the best
of various conventional tests . The difference was small — of the order
of 0.03 (open-ended) ar id 0.01 (multiple—choice ) on coefficient s around
0.8. Whether this advant age would increase with more extended branching
tests ar id at what test length (if a~~ ) such advant age would dissipate were
unanswered questions .

88. Bayroff and Seeley (1967) in a further empirical study of branching
tests — but now with computer assistance — administered 8—stage branching
tests of verbal and arithmetic reasoning abilities to 102 enlisted men.
(The most abl e testees also went on to a 9th item). Thi s was possibly the
first example of a computer—assisted tailored test. Test items were presented
to individual, men using on-line teletype computer terminals. Responses
were made on the keyboard — the items were multiple—choice so that only
option identification was called for . Correlations of branching test scores
with independent 50—item verbal arid 40—item arithmetic reasoning conventional
tests were 0.78 and 0.74. Short conventional. tests would need to be twice
the length of the 8—item branching test to achieve comparable results.

89. In the British Army McGill (1968) reports the construction of a 10-
stage branching test under the supervision of K D Duncan. The test was
constructed from the multiple -choice items of a predominantly mechanical
aptitude conventional test. The most ar id least able testees were provided
with further stages beyond the t enth. A real-data simulation from recruit
response data showed close agreement with corresponding 60—item parent
test scores. Further work then followed to produce a manageable pencil—
arid—paper format for empirical study. A technique that seemed to offer
promisi ng simplicity was one using an answer sheet over an embossed card
so that embossed numbers would appear on shading a chosen answer space
with a soft pencil (following Duncan (1964)). The number which appeared
directed the teatee to his next question. Seal scale partial trials were
reported to be successful.

90. Hansen (1968) carried out two empirical studies of branching tests
presented by online teletype. His subjects were university freshmen taking
a physics cow se examination . In his first study 56 freshm en took five
topic-centred 3— and 4— stage branch ing tests , 17 items were attempted
in all. Hansen also explored a variety of scoring methods. So far in this
review only the straightforward scoring scheme illustrated in Figure 5
has been introduced for branching tests. There axe other possibilities
ar id these are discussed in Section 7 in relation to more recent work.
Generally the scoring methods intercor relate highly — the four methods
used by Hansen had intercorrelations from 0.84 to 0.94. The validity of
the four scoring methods for predicting f inal course grade ranged from
0.38 to 0.49 — not high values but all higher than achieved by a 20-item
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conventional classroom test also taken by all students . A second study ,
also small (30 fres hm en), is of interest because after the teletype test
sessions the sttid ents ’completed an attitudinal scale about computer—b ased
testing as they had exper ienced it. Generally the ir ra tings were favourable.
Guessing was re ported as happening very seldom. Disappointi ngly perhaps for
putative motivation al benefit studen ts rep orted that they were relatively
una~’are of the efforts to irid ividua lise the test materi al , but comparative
results against conventional testing on materia~1 considered less suitable
are not available .

91. In the real -data simulation study by Li.nn et al (1969) referred to
previously, two branching tests were included in the methods tried . One
branching test was a normal 10-stage network, but with a weighted scoring
system in which more difficult questions had higher scoring weights . The
second test was to a block design. A block of five verbal items occupied
each node in a 5—s tage network . Testees thus attempted 25 ite...s. The five
items at a node were closely similar in difficulty. Branching from a node
depended on whethe r two—or—less or three—or-more of the five items were
answered correctly . Again a weighted scoring system was used . For equal
success in predicting an external test criterion it was found that conven-
tional tests would need to be 1.65 arid 1.76 times as long as the two
branching forms respectively.

92. Finally, in the pre—1 970 branching test stud ies, Wood (1969) made
up three tests of four , five aid six stages on CSE n~ thematics topics .,
These were administered in an empirical, study to 91 CSE candidates • The
method of presentation was an impr ovised pencil—ath—papc r technique using
self—adhesive labels. Wood experienced about 5% of spoiled papers. The
correlations between the stmuned branching test scores (15 item s in all) and
subsequent CSE grade was 0.51 — compared with an almost identical value,
0.52, found for a short conv~ntional test composed of the 15 best items.

93. So fa the research on branching tests has shown persistent glimpses
of possible benefits among a variety of cautionary results. Branching tests
have in some instances, arid often by small margins, nudged in front of equal
length conventional tests in their relationship to underlying ability, their
validi ty, their precision of estimate for non—average levels of abili ty,
arid in their reproduction of independent conventional test scores. Such
encouragement proved at least sufficient to sustain the converted researchers.

94. A number of empirical studies have been reviewed, all on smallish
samples for obvious reasons • The later pencil—and—paper formats go some
way towards relieving the despair of the first proponents arid appear
usable in so~~ applications. The online use of computer ter*inals resolves
the administrative problems most satisfactorily. All the terminals used
have been teletypes, the relative slowness aid noise of which have not
attracted airy adverse consent.
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95. Research so far has been concerned mostly with short branch ing tests ,
10 items or less . This restriction arises partly because this Section is
dealing with early research , but it also partly reflects a deliberate search
for short test forms. A short—test viewpoint may well emerge as a rather
bu nkered perception of the possibi lities. Tailored testing can be more
than an abbreviated substitute , and a wider regard is more appropriate.’

96. A heavy reliance on correlational methods of evaluating tailored testing
approaches (arid evident in this Section ) was criticised earlier from the
staid—point that the mere reproducibility of other estimates is an
insufficient criterion, Correlation evaluations have also been criticised
(I~ord (1970 b), Wood (1969)) on the grounds that

— the correlation coefficient is a group statistic while
for an iridividualised method of testing the focus should
be on individual accura cy

— the value of a correlation coefficient is dependent upon
the distribution of the tharacteristic in the particular
group. 1

Consequently although it is entirely appropriate to look for predictive
validity in a tailored test estimate the force of this criticism is that
validation necessitates looking beyond a group correlation. The matter of
proper evaluation is important and is taken up. again in Section 7.
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7, RECENT TAILORED TESTI1~

97, The research reviewed in this section is that which, with a few excep-
tions, has been reported from 1970 onwards. As compared with the work in
Section 6 the more recent research is characterised by greater sophisti-
cation of theory and equipsent , arid by growing coherence: there is also
more of it — ther e having been more work rep orted in this period than in
all the years before. This Section draws the research together under the
foflowing headings: —

A. General — this part introduces a number of concepts aid approaches
which are generally helpful arid are used thereafter.

Further research on procedures already met

B. Short tests
C. Two—stage testing
D. Branching tests

New procedures

E. V].exilevel tests
F. Item—finding procedures
0. Stradaptive arid broad range approaches

The testing strategies to be reviewed in parts E arid G. are of greatest
relevance to the Project rdsearch plans.

A. General

98. A number of researchers base their approach on latent trait mental
test theory, or item characteristic curve theory as it is perhaps more
descriptively also larown. Figure 6 illustrates a number of item character-
istic curves. Each curve represents the probability of success on a
particular test question in relation to ability level. The basic theory
assumes the curves to be normal ogive or alternatively logistic functions
aid is given in Lord (1952), Bimbaum (1968), arid Lord & Novick (1968).
In terms of numerical outcomes the choice between the alternative functions
is of litt~Ie consequence. The fit of the models to test item data has beenevaluated in a number (but not a large number) of studies (for example,
Lord, (1970 a)) with positive results.



FIGBU 6 Examples of item characteristic curv s.

(after Lord, 1969)
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99. Each item characteristic curve is specified by three parameters, a,
b, aid c togethe r with the function assumed . Parameter c is the probability
of chance success on a question: in multiple—choice questions c is often
taken to be the reciprocal of the number of options, although this is a
questionable assumption; more empirically c may be estimated from the
asymptote approached by the curve as ability decreases. The parameter c
represents a considerable theoretical complication and its estimation for
real—data requires large scale computing facilities and even so difficulties
remain. When c is taken to be zero — this is realistically so for open—ended
questions — parameter b can be simply defined as the ability level for which
the probabili ty of success is 0.5. b can be regarded as an index of item
difficulty. More genei ally, when there is ‘an appre ciable probability of
chance success, b is the abili ty level corresponding to the point of inflexion
on the item characteri9tic curve. The remaining parameter a, can be taken to
represent the discri minating power of the item . Gra phically the more
discriminating items have steeper item characteristic curves. Parameter
a is related to the slope of the curve at the point of inf]~xion. (For thenormal ogive a is the reciprocal of the standard deviation. ) Figure 7, from
Urry (1971 b), presents values of a arid b in relation to the conventional
item statistics of prop ortion passing arid point—biseria ]. correlation with
total test score: the figure is for c set at 0.2 (as may apply for a 5-option
multiple—choice item ) arid this accounts for the asyiimretry.

100. Lord (1974 a) helpfully reviews the relationship between tailored
testing and item characteristic curve theory. Generally the theory offers
a useful framework for real-data or Monte Carlo simulations and several
studies of this k:irid are described below .

101. A further concept of general utili ty in this Section has to do with
the evaluation of tailored testing procedure. It has been seen already that
evaluation may be f urthered by correlations with conventional measures,
and, in the case of theoretical or Monte Carlo studies , correlations with
underlying ability arid precision of estimate.

102. Mi additional form of evaluation is by the use of information functions ,
arid in particular a function recoamerided by Binibaum (1968) and Lord (1952).
Referring to Figure 8 for illustration we are concerned there with the ability
of the measuring scale to distinguish the two ability levels Al aid AZ .
The Figure shows, for these levels, the distribution of measurement err ors
around the expected value s Xl and 12. The success of the scale in disting—
guishing Al from AZ is clearly dependent

(i) on the rate of change of I with A; that is the slope
of the ld.ne P1P2

& (ii) inversely on the dispersion of the error distributions ,
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FIGURZ 7

The relationshi p between item characteristic curve parsaet.rs a and b
and conventional item statistics when the probability of chance success
is 0•2. (after Urry, 1971 b)
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FIGURE 8 ~~tLaating ability from a measurement scals.
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103. The information function of Birnbaum aid Lord is defined as the square
of the ratio i/u . Two other related interpretations of this information• function have also been made which are helpful in appreciating its charac-
teristics. An increas e in the information function achieved by a modified
test design is the equivalent for a conventional test of a proportionate
incre~se in test length. Also the Information function, or more precisely
its square root , is inversely prop ortional to the confidence interval for

• estimating ability level from test score . Where an information function
is subsequently referred to it is this function.

• 104. Generally the information function is most usefully employed in
comparing two tests by looking at the ratio of their information functions
for different levels of abili ty . This ratio is termed the relat ive efficiency
of the two methods and has the advantage , in this ratio form , of being
invariant in relation to the idiosyncracies of the ability scale incorporat ed
in the information functions • It follows that an absolute inte rpretation
of an information function may be misleading . This danger is underl ined
by Lord (1975 a) who points to certain deficiences in the ability scale
normally psed in item characteristic curve theo ry.

105. In these general preparatory remarks on recent research the writer
would also like to point to valuable reviews by Weiss & Betz (1973 a) and
Wood (1973). Their pre ferred terms for tailored testing are adaptive testing
arid response—contingent testing. Weiss (1974 ) also present s a useful compar-
ative commientary on the various approaches tried for tailored testing .

B. ~~~~~~~~~~~

106, The few studies reviewed here continue the predom inantly military
concern of producing shorter tests. This abbreviation may be attempted by
azq means ; izxlividualised testing procedure s are but one line of attack.

107. Bryson (1971 arid 1972) looked at four methods of producing 5— or 6—
item test a, Initially she used real-data simulation based on a response
bank from 10,000 men in recruit training at a Naval Training Centre.
Responses to two tests were used, the Navy General Classification Test and
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the Navy Mechanical Aptitude Test. Ck~e of the four methods was a shrinking—
• step inlividualiséd branching procedure referred to as BRPJ&~H. In BRMØ(

the question with the highest internal validi ty is first used to split the
tbtal group. Internal v4idities for the remaining questions are then re-
computed separately f or the two groups • For each group the question with
the highest validity for that grdup is then used to make a further split.
Thus the procedure routes testees through a series of forks so that after
five questions there are 32 exit pointè.

108. Thus a major characteristic of BRA1&~H is that question selection
is based on a question’s local (rather than total grdup) characteristics
for a sub—group of a narrower range of abdlity. This seems vital to tailored

• testing . Procedures based on total group item statistics only make sense
in so far as these statistics offer approximations to the performance of
the items for people~of sore homogeneous ability. Essentially tailored test-
ing treats people differential ly in relation to ability . It wifl be pre-
ferable to avoid the ap~roscimation from total group statistics (aid the
asswiptiofls itherent therein) arid to work directly with item indices related
to abili ty levels,

• 109. A critical disadvantage of BRAM~H is that it offers no recovery route
after an incorrect forking decision.

110. Compared with the other methods 8RiUi~H was most successful in
reproducing total test score. For the general classification test ( the
more internally consistent of the two test used) correlations with total

• score for the four short test methods ranged from 0.86 to 0.94 for 5—item
tests. For the mechanical aptitude test the range was 0.69 to 0.82.

111. Bryson (1971) went on to give empirical trials to the four short test
methods. In these trials BRA*~1I tests were administered by online YOU
terminal to 263 recruits. Each question was given with a separate (55 second)
time limit. Under these conditions BRA*~H was no better than the best of
the other methods in repr c~ducing total score. Bryson points to the original

• choice of BRAM~H questions being based on item characteristics which for
later items would be influenced by time pressure s not present in the BRA~~H

• YOU presentation. This is a likely factor and eaphasises the importance
of realism in any response base used f or simulation.

112. (~ily in the context of short tests is correlation with total test
score more than a start in the evaluation of alternative procedures.
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C. Two—state testir .~~

113. TWo—s tage tests are a marginal form of individualised procedures.
Generally a two—stage test will offer perhaps only three to six alternative
diets of questions. The saving virtue of a two—stage test may be that
because pencil-arid—paper implementation is possible it does offer a reali-
sable prospect of large scale testing. Whereas large employers, such as
the Army, maintain continuous recruitment so that onl ine testing can be
achieved with a relativel y small niaber of computer terminals, other settings— notably educational. examinations — may demand the capacity to test large
numbers of people simul taneously .

114. At a theoretical level Lord (1971 c) used item characteristic curve
theory to investigate near ly 200 two—stage designs. He assumed a normal
ogive characteristic curve and also equal discriminat ing power (cons tant
value of parameter a) for his items . Largely he worked with an overall limit
of 60 items for rou ting arid measurement tests combined. He considered both
no—guessing (c’~)) and with guessing (c~~).2) conditions .

115. His basis for compa rison was a 60—item peaked conventional test. By
peaked he means a test in which all item s are of identical difficulty. A
test peaked at ability level A would be such that the probability of someone
of ability A answering any one question correctly would be 0.5 (excluding
chance success). Hence a peaked test differs from most conventional tests
in regular use: such tests albeit geared to specified populations typically
have a spread of ‘item difficulty. The routing aid measurement tests of his
two—stage designs were also taken to be peaked at approp riate abili ty levels.
A “best ” up—arid-down branching test of equal length provided another basis
for comparison.

116. In scoring his two—stage test designs he used a maximum likelihood
estimator. That is, assuming normal ogive regressions of item score on
ability he determined (by large, fast computer) the ability for which the
observed set of item resp onses was most likely. The Information function
already described was used to evaluate his results.

117. His findings indicate that with no possibility of chapce success (c~0)
the best two—stage procedures are as effective as the best up—aid-down
procedures. However, with ~~O.2 no two—stage pr~cedure was quite as effect-
ive as the up- and-down test. In both qases the pt~aked test was better at
arid around the ability level at which peaked but substantially poore r else—
where.

ii8. Bets arid Weiss (1974 ) carried out a Monte Carlo study following Lord’s
in a number of ways but keeping to a 40—item limit aid using the item
characteris tics of an available item pool for their simulation. Hence their
conventional 40-item test was not peaked in the narrow sense. Figure 9
si ar ises the ir results in term s of the informa tion function over the range
of abilit y. The authors point out that the “Two—stage 2” test used items
with slightly better values of parameter a (discr imination ) than the conven-
tional test. Two-stage 2 is superior to their conventional test over the
abili ty range. Two-stage 1 is superior at the extreme s of abilit y.
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A oompsrison of simtd at .d two—stags and pseudo—peaked
conventional teat.. (Result. from B•ts & Weiss,

1974)
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119. In an earlier study using the Two—stage 1 design Betz aid Weiss (1973)
had carried out the first computer—administere d empirical study of two-stage
testing . 214 psychology students were tested using an online VDV terminal.
Difficulties had been encountered with both the measurement tests and the
cutting score s on the routing test that determined allocation to measur ement
test. These difficulties can be attributed to their use of total group item
statistics. Two—stage 2 resulted from modifications to this first design.

120. From the early ‘70s a research group led by D J Weiss has worked on
adaptive testing — to use their tens — at the University of Mizw esota andfurther references will be made to their work . In particular the group has
started on a progra e of empirical trials of various approache s to tailored
testing using VNJ online terminals. &npirical work in tailored testing remains
rare arid the experience of the M .iru~esota group, albeit confined to psychology
student s, often provides pioneering informat ion on the topics covered .

121. In contrast with empirical difficulties Lord (1974 b) in an intriguing
paper continue s to tempt the applied researche r with attractive theoretical
results. In so doing he demonstr ates the power of item characteristic curve
theory where its assumptions can be reali sed. In thi s study he is looking
principally at the nature of the measure ment tests in a two-stage procedure .
He now refers to the concept as a multilevel test . For his multilevel test
he refers explicitly to the desirability of item overlap between adjacent
levels: the reason given is that of item economy, but it has seemed to the
writer that in the interests of the individual who might be misrouted or
misaflocated to level, that such overlap was very desirabl e to avoid a patchy
kind of measurement superiori ty sprinkle d with individual failu re .

122. A College &itra nce Examination Board SAT Mathematics pap er was used
to illust rate the approach. Figure 10 shows the relative efficiency of the
seven individual level tests compared with the full length test s. (The relative
efficiency is the ratio of info~itation functions described earlier in this
Section. ) Each individual level test is only two—thirds the length of the full
test . The horizontal line at a relative efficiency of I is for the fuJi test.
The solid lines plot the curve s for the seven individua l tests : each such
curve has a relative efficiency above 1 for its portion of the score r ange .
The dashed lines give the overall efficiency of the multilevel test for two
values of standard error of measurement in the rout ing test . A standard error
of about 75 scaled score points would be achieved by a 12—item test. The upper
curve for a standard error of 30 would not be pr actically attainable, Initial
misallocations by ora level is seen to be of little consequence but an error
of two levels could in some cases lead to substantial relative inefficiency.
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PIGUU 10 Th.oretioal results on an SAT I~ thamatic. papsr oo.paring

the relati ve efficiency of a two—s tage multilevel appr oach

and th. conventional test. The dashed curves are the

overall efficiency of the seven (solid line) local tac t.

for two levels of standard error (a- ).

(from lord , 1974 b)
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D. Branchini tests

123. The basic concepts of branching tests have already been introduced arid
an illustrative scheme was given at Figure 5. Probably more work has been done
on such schemes than on any other individua lised approach. This approach has
the critical disadvantage of requirir% a very prescribed itøm pool. Items are
needed to fit the nodal points where route s meet arid diverge . A branching test
cannot be used until every node has an item of approx imate fit • Neither are
the item requirements negligible: n/n + 1)/2 items are required for an n-item
branching test — 120 items for a 15—item test. The test constructor would be
considerably dismayed at the thought of how many items would need to be written
to obtain the 120 to match the specification. Mditionaily the item specifi-
cations are made in terms of conventional total group statistics which at best
can only be an approx imate indication of performance for the relative ly narrow
ability band of testees encountering any one item.

124. Several theoretical studi es have been carried out based on item charac-
teristic curve theory. Often for simplicity fixed values are assumed for
discrimipating power and probability of chance success (parameters a and c).
Fbr multiple—choice items the questionable assumption of random guessing is
usually made •

125. Lord (1970 b) is an influential foundation paper, the outcome of which
is somewhat’ pessimistic for tailored testing. The pessimism is attributable
to the low value of parameter a which he largely assumes (a value of 0.5 —

c~orrespcnding to a point biserial. less than 0.3, see Figure 7) arid the
constraint of a test of fixed length which he works within. (Green (1970 )
provides a healthy counterb last keeping variable test length in mind as
illustrated in Figure 3). The variables Lord investigated include,

(i) up—arid—down step size, that is the fixed difference in difficulty
(parameter b) between adjacent questions.

(ii ) the value of a smaller up than down step where a probability of
chance success exists. This is referred to as offset.

(iii) the method of scoring. Some possibilities would be

— the aver age difficulty of items attempted , excluding the
first (as coamon to everyone)’ but including a notional
(r*1 )th item ‘that depends on performance on the nth ,

• final, item

— the final difficulty level, that is of the (i*i )th item as
in Figure 5

— the conventional number—right score .

(iv) the effec,t of chance success.

(v) the value of Robbins-+4onro shrinking step procedures (introduced
earlier,’in Section 4).
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126. Figure 11 illustrates some typical results . The tailored tests (solid
curves) are more effective at the ability extremes, the peaked tests (dashed
curves) more at the central abili ty at which they are aimed. The probabil ity
of chance success depresses the information function and leads to asysmetry
in both curves. Peaked tests are idealised fictions; the semi— or pseudo—
peaked test in applied existence would have a curve of intermediate shape
which might or might not top the tailored test curve for central abil ity.

A paraphrase of Lord’s further conclusiona is,

(i) the number—right score is perfectly correlated with the f inal
difficulty score.

(ii ) in terms of the information function the aver age difficulty score
provides better measurement (arid this score is subsequently used).

(iii) for 60 items a step size of 0.4 (in the difficulty level parameter
b) seems best , and for 10 items a step size of 1.0 .

(iv) offset step sizes improve accuracy of measurement when there is
chance success.

127. Stocking (1969) essentially followed Lord i s study but for a 15—item
branching test. Her conclusions also followed Lord’s but she was also able
to study Robbins-Honro shrinking step procedures more extensively. These were
found to be marginally superior to the best fixed step procedures. However,
for an n—item test the Robbins4(onro procedure calls for 2 ~-1 items — over
32,000 items for a 15—item test. Hybrid procedures w.~re studied which attempted
to capture some shrinking step advantages using a change in fixed step size,
but the procedures tried failed to do so. Lord (1971 a) reaches the same
conclusions for Robbins-.Honro and hybrid procedures.

128. Mussio (1972) aimed to cut down the item requirements for a branching
test by curtailing the item network at lower and upper difficulty limits.
For example, a 60—item test restricted to 11 difficulty levels requires 6o5
items compared with 1830 for a full network. The penalty is some loss of
precision at extreme abilities , but results re—am superior to those for a
conventional test ,

129. Further theoretical work for the US Army by Waters & Bayroff (1971)
had the particular merit of looking at the effect of varying item discrim-
ination. They compared various 5—,. 10-, ar id 15—item branching tests with
various conventional tests of the same length. Scores were evaluated by their
correlation with underlying ability (after Lord (1952)). For item discr imin-
ation at o.6 or above (as assessed by biserial correlations with underlyi ng
abili ty, not with a fallible total score for which the equivalent values
would be T~~er) the highest correlati on was always for a branc hing test. For
lower ite. discrim ination s a conventi onal test achieved equivalent results,
while for the lowest biser ial assumed, 0.3, a conventional test was superior .
This latter result can perhaps be regard.d as an indicator of a conventional
test ’s robustness under condi tions of misuse. AU the observed differ ences
were small , perhap s expectedly so for a global measure like the correl ation
coefficient . To round off thei serie s of US Army studie s it is appropriate
to mention here the work reported by Bayroff, Ross and Fischl (1974). Here
they describe an advanced online individualized test set-up - far  more
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PICUIZ 11 Typical up-and-down branching test result. for opin-*nded

quemtiona (oi.O) and multipl.—ohoio. questions (o.O.2)

compared with conventional p.ak.d tests,

(Th.or,tical results after lord, 1970 b)
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sophisticated than the equipsent visua].ised by Bayroff (1964). Cynically this
app ears a case of the electroni c technology overtald.ng psychometric techniq ue
for they report no plans or decisions for the forms of individua ].ised test ing
to be tried. Essentially this might be better taken as a connent that it is
not yet’ clear that az~’ form of tailored testing has established a convincing
case,

130. Finally on branching test research an all too rare empirical study
is rep orted by Larld.n & Weiss (1974). They worked with multiple—choice
vocabula ry items • Three 15—item branching tests were used arid a variety of
scoring methods. Both the branch ing tests and a 40-item pseudo—peaked conven-
tional test were administered by online YDU. Three groups of over 100 student s
each took one of two of the branching tests . Two groups also took the
conventional test. All groups were retested after 5—10 weeks , two on the same
branching test.

131, The average diff iculty score consistently had the highest test—retest
correlation s (confirming a superiority shown in Lord (1970 b)). Test—retest
coefficients for this method were of the order of 0.86. In comparison with
15—item c~~iventiona]. subtests the testing design was such as to permit the
disenta nglement of memory effects from the test—retest stabilities. This is
important becaus e whereas, in a conventional test all items are rep eated on
retest , in an iridividualised test this is not so. In fact in the 15—item
branchi ng tests about 8 items were rep eated on average. Taldng the memory
effect into account the branch ing tests showed the greater stabili ty.

132. Intercorr elations among the various scor ing methods were all high —

always over 0.9 and often over 0.95. The correlation between average difficul ty
score and final difficulty score was 0.91. This is of interest becaus e the
latter scoring method is the one generally used in pre—1 970 stud ies, while
the f ormer now seems clearly pre ferable. Some of the results of the earlier
studies may have been a little more favourable had aver age difficulty scoring
been used.

133. The theoretical branch ing test studie s consistently demonstrate
superiority over a peaked test outside the central abili ty range; possibly
for a pseudo—peaked test this could be so across the whole range. The
relationship with underlying ability also tends to be a little closer. In
an empirical study test- retest stability was a little higher . The tendency
for the tailored approaches to nudge ahead is showing more consistently here.
Notwithstanding this the writer anticipates that research on branching tests
will tend to decline in favour of the newer methods to be described at F.
aM 0. below.
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Flexilevel tests

134. The flexilevel test is an ingenious attempt by Lord (1971 b) to produce
a practicable pencil—and—paper procedure with the capacity for a limited
degree of tailoring. As such it is peripheral to the planned research which
asswnes a more flexible technology. However , two empirical VDU administrations
are reported in the literature and these will be described — in the view
of the writer these attempt s are misguided.

135. Consider a conventional test of 61 items arranged in item difficulty
order from easiest to hardest. Item 31 will be at the centre of the difficulty
order with 30 items easier and 30 harder. Imagine the ó1—item test bent in
two so that on the printed page item 31 is now uppermost at the head of two
columns of items. C~ie column on the lef t, say, is the easier set arid will
now be found in decreasing order of difficulty — items 30, 29, 28, and so
on. The harder set in the right—hand column is item s 32, 33, 34, and so on.
In a flexilevel test the testee begins with the single item at the head of
the page, that is with what was item 31. (For the flexileve]. test the items
wifl be renumbered). If he answers correctly he goes on to the next unattempted
item in the right -hand, harder, column, or if incorrectly to the next
available easier item going down the left—hand column. Testing proceeds follow-
ing this rule until, in this case, 31 items have been answered. Switching
from column to colisnn is inefficient (although it completely overcomes the
danger of misrouting), but necessarily the 31 items attempted will tend to
include that subset most appropriate to the testee, and these will have been
attempted in the course o:V 31 rather than 61 items , In this way limited
tailoring is achieved . The method requires a self—scoring form of answer
sheet which will indicate if an answer is right.

136 . As a pencil—arid—paper test the format is somewhat demanding. In a
study with Eight Grade pupils I 0% of answer sheets had errors in applying
the procedural rules. However , online VDU presentation over—comes the
administrative problem. It might well be argued that the flexibility of online
presentation is largely wasted on the inefficient flexilevel scheme (drawn
up explicitly for the constraints of pencil—and—paper).

137. Hansen et a]. (1974) propose to use computer—based flexilevel testing
in US Air Force technical training. The method has the advantage that it
can use existing tests directly — although it would not be expected in this

• case that the limited tailoring would recove r the full loss of reliability
fro. reduced length. Betz arid Weiss (1975) carried out both empirical and
Monte Carlo simulation studies of flexilevel testing. The simulation was

• based on the characteristics of the same pool of multi ple—choice vocabulary
items used in the empirical study. A flexilevel test of 40 items was given
together with a conventional pseudo—peaked test of the same length. In the
empirical study both tests were administered by online VDU, 367 students
taking the flexilevel test of whom 227 also took the conventional test. Some
students were also retested. Test—retest stability coefficients were com-
parable for the two test forms at about 0.89. The parallel forms reliability
from the simulatiom study was higher 1~or the flexilevel test — a mean of
0.84 as against 0.80. Correlation with underlying ability was marginally
higher for the flexilevel test , 0.91 as against 0.89. The simulation study
was also abl e to look at the information function of the two test forms in
relation to ability. Figure 12 s 21-izes some of the results. Being based
on rea l item pools these curves are in substantial contrast to the peaked
arid fla t crossing curves typical of conventional arid tailored tests in
theoreticil studies (compare Figure 11). Some feature s of Figure 12 can be
explained by same differences in discri mination in the items used for the
two tests . Establishing exact comparabili ty in empirical studie s is very
difficult,
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PIGUU 12 A comparison of eimulat•d flexil.vsl and conventional

tests baasd an real i t m  pools.

(from bets & ~eise, 1975)
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138. The simulation study here included a probability of chance s~iccesswhich was set at 0,2 because the multiple—choice questions had five options.
The artificiality of this assumption is perhaps suggested by the correlation
between flexilevel arid conventional tests under empirical as compared with
simulation conditions l this is 0.89 for the former (Ns103) and 0.82 for the
latter (Nm’iO, 000): however, the~e are also other factors maldng for con-
sistency which affect real. testees but not the ir simulations.

139. The stability coefficients from the empirical study (0.89) are the
same as for the 40—item two-stage test of Betz and Weis s (1973) and only
a little higher than for the much shorter 15—item branching test (0.86) using
aver age difficulty scoring (Larkin & Weiss(1974)). The branching test can
provide closer tailoring than the other two methods and the stabili ty
coefficients tend to confirm its greater efficiency.

Some intermediate coinnents

140. In the recent approaches to test iridividualisation a fairly consist-
ent pattern of advantage (often small ) over corn ~ntional testing has become
apparent, The details of this advantage are confused by the difficulties
of comparative empirical studies and by the simplifying assumptions necessary
in theoretical work. Benefits in measurement precision at extreme abilities
arid a closer relationship to underlying ability would be conservative claims.
However, all the methods are limited in the degree of tailoring they provide.
In the cases of two—stage arid flexilevt ~st s the limitation is their
physical struc ture which limits the item pooi arid the number of possible
routes. The limitation for a branching test is partly inherent in its item
requirements, arid the fact that in practice they will be imprecisely met,
rather than in it. physical form.

141. A concept seen as of especial relevance to tailored testing (although
not to conventional testing) is what might be called resistance to anomaly,
or maintenance of equilibri~~. The tailoring process can be viewed as a
control or steering mechanism. The targe t is questions of appropriate
difficulty — matchi ng testee ability. The adjustments tha t have to be made
to a testee’s route must be sensitive to his current performance, but not
over-eenaitive, or else the occurrence of anomalous responses will result
in excessive reorientation with possible loss of direction and consequent
need for recovery. In ezginaering a servo-mechanism to correct the mismatch
between cour se ar id direction is subject to damping so that wild movement
and oscilistion are syoided. The tailoring process needs to have similar
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dampi ii~ to give it the required control characteristics. When a test is
nicely on target an even balance of right ar id wrong answers will be produced
with small variations in question difficulty.

142. Essentially in two—stage testing there is no damping nor recovery
mechanism, There is one steer ing opportunity only. The routi ng test aims
the testee by dead reckoning and the course , once laid , is beyond furthe r
control , Lord has demonstr ated that an appropriate multi level test can absorb
a certa in amount of target error .

143. A f lexilevel test has only two directions but it has a steeri ng choice
between fixed alte rnative s after each questi on: it has damping for the current
direction but not f  or the alternative , A flexileyel test passes through
the t arget questions ar id continues , it has no recovery after oversh ooting,

144. The small change in difficulty between the successive items of a
branching test gives damping in both directions (easier and harder) . Again
there is a steering decision between fixed alternative s. The ongoing test
can consequently hover in the target zone.

145. The amount of damping is important. The more damping there is then
the more items are needed and the slower the test is to reach the target
zone • The Robb ins-Monr o shrink ing—step procedures have increasing damping
as the test pro ceeds, but this also impairs their recovery af ter anomalous
responses ,

146. The approache s discus sed so far have very limited steeri ng or
tailoring capacity . The procedures to be looked at in Part F below differ
in having much more fle d ble control oVer steering .

F. Item- h a  procedures

147. Tailoring a test to suit a testee would be done most closely if each
item were individually chosen rather than one of ma,~r predetermined item
networks being f ollowed. Ideally a procedure is wanted which at a~~ stage
in testing, after taldng stock of the information to hand, will select the nextitem beat to achieve the purpose of the assessment . Two such item—finding
procedures have been proposed - based on Bayesian arid on maxiaue—likelihood
methods. The two procedures differ in some points of approach arid in the
method of selecting the next item; they have in co on a theoretical base
in ite characteristic c~a’ve theory,
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Bayesian approach

148. Most work has been done on a Bayesian approach . Owen (1969) put forward
a theoretical model which i~nc1uded the possibility of chance success. Heassumes, arid similar assumptions are common to most of the research discussed
here, normal ogive item characteristic curves with known item parameters,
and a normal prior distribution of testee ability. He derives an expression
for the posterior distribution of testee ability that will obtain after
answering a given question. He goes on to indicate a criterion by which
that next question can be selected from the available pool so as to give
the smallest variance in the resulting estimate of ability.

149. Owen’s procedure includes two approximations. The posterior distribu-
tion always depends on a normal approximation for the actual distribution
of ability prior to the current item. Arid in choosing the next item this
is only optimum in the 1—step sense • How well a series of locally optimum
single steps produces a gldbally optimum sequence is an open question.

150. Urry (1971) and Wood (1971) both used Owen’s model. Urry carried
out Monte Carlo simulations using three item banks, two of which were idealised ,
while the third took the parameters of an existing test. For his idealised
item banks he took high values of item discrimination (a 1.6) with a prob-
abili ty of chance success of 0.2 — sO that Figu~re 7 applies . 50 testees
were simulated for each of these banks, and 100 testees for the existing—
test simulation.

151 . A distinctive advantage of item—finding procedures is that the
iridividualised test does not have a fixed length. As few or as many items
may be selected in turn as necessary to achieve a specified degree of
precision. Urry specified standard errors of measurement of 0.32 and 0.25
as termination values (the assumed distribution of ability being taken as
having a standard deviation of unity). In the case of the existing—test
simulation (with items of lower discrimination) an alternative termination
criterion of 30 items was additionally employed.

152. The less precise termination criterion was achieved by the idealised
high discrimination item banks in about 11 or 12 items on the average, the
more precise criterion in about 17 or 18. The existing—test simulat~Lon used an
average of 27.5 items before reaching either the 0.25 precision criterion
or the 30—item limit. Corre lation3 with underly ing ability were of the order
! 0.94/0.95 — which is to be expected being only an alternative way of

defining precision , although Urry presents this confusing ly as a val idi ty
rather than a reliabili ty relationship .

153. Even for the existing—test simulation these are good results. The
reliabili ty achieved in 27.5 items was comparable with that for the simulated
test total score based on 80 items .

154 . Wood~s research included a Monte Carlo simulation based on a real
pool of vocabula ry items. Applying Owen’s model he found that about 40 items
were able to match a 60—ite. conventional test. Better reduction in
measurement error was achieved in some parts of the abili ty range than in
others ar id this could be attributed to the skewed nature of the item pool.
A 60-item two—stage procedure was better than the Bayesian item—finding
approach at the poorer end of the item pool . In the Bayesian approach
rapidly diminishing returns were experienced after about item 20.
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156. Jensema (1974) also developed and tried out a Bayesian approach,
again with minimisation of posterior variance as the criterion for successive
item selections . A real data simulation was carried out using a response
bank obtained from the administration of four quantitative tests to high
school students. A sample of 5,000 pupils was used to estimate approximately
the characteristic curve parameters of the items. From the 110 initial items
sixteen were dropped as being too often unatte mpted, and a further 35 items
were dropped as their discrimination (parameter a) was below o.6. A further
sample of 1,000 pupil s was then used to obtain more exact maximum—likelihood
estimates for the characteristic curve parameters of the remainir~ 5Q items.
At this stage one further item was deleted and 6% of pupils eliminated
as repeatedly not converging during maximum—likelihood estimation.

157. The termination criteria were those of Urry’s — a standard error
of measurement of 0.25 or 30 items. The average number of items used was
about 27. The abili ty estimates correlated 0.85 with the conventional 110—
item combined test score , but this is inflated by a part/whole relationship
ar id hence is sur prisingly low.

158. Jensema also carried out Monte Carlo simulations using idealised
item banks with item discrimination, parameter a, set at 0. a 1.6, and 2.4.
Estimates correlated 0.95 with underlying ability . For the least discriminat-
ing item bank no test sequence reached the required precision in 30 items— 35 items was a subjective estimate of the aver age number of items required.
The two item banks with high discrimination required an average of about
18 arid 10 itents respectively. Owen (1975) has produced a further the oretical
Bayesian model which has the considerable advant age that it does not require
an exact choice of item parameters. In practice item parameters will not
be known exactly so that some tolerance is necessary. In other assumptions
ar id approximations the model is the same as his earlier one.

159. Some of the Bayesian approaches have included a choice of starting
point where there has been prior information to base this on. The capacity
for a tailored start has generally been seen as desirable and likely to
improve test effectiveness. However, Jensema (1974) also studied the value
of such prior information. Where prior inf ormation correlating 0.6 with
the ability being assessed was available this only gave an average saving
of about one item f or the a1 .6 item bank. The saving would be greater for
less discriminating items or for a less pre cise termination criterion.
While a~~ saving is worth having if readily available the value of an
appropriate start is perhaps better viewed as largely motivational.

160. The limited evidence available on Bayesian item—finding procedures
suggests an appreciable advantage over previous individualised testing
approaches. Control over error of measurement is also a useful benefit.
The procedures make a number of assumptions which will need further r eal-
data simulation and also empirical studie s to bring to light any re sulting
deficiencies.
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161. Despite the writer having argued that global item parameters can
only be a first approximation to their usefulness in tailored testing, it
is clear in the Bayesian studies that higher values of global item
discrimination mean fewer items needed to termination. This is because we
are dealing here with assumed normal ogive characteristic curves • Given
this theoretical basis three item parameters completely specify the item.
However, real. items can be expected to show some deviat ions from the assumed
distribution. This will degrade the effectiveness of item selection, and
the sensitivi ty of the procedures here to variations in item discrimination
confirms the lik~1ihood of this. Procedures which are aware of actual charact-
eristic curves should show to advant age. J ensema (1974 ) makm a related point
(p.44),

“A more basic question, which directly challenges the assumptions
of the Bayesian item—finding model, is whethe r the guessing para-
meter is constant over all levels of ability. The model assumes that
the Cg ,~juessing parameter7 value is the same for any 9 (ability]
value . This seems questionable because an incorrect choice which
appears reasonable at one level of knowledge may appear absurd at
another”.

162. It is characteristic of the Bayesian methods that before each item
selection they scan all of the unused item pool. This requires much greater
computing capacity than methods previously looked at. It also acts to limit
the size of the item pool used, and this is a considerable snag as efficiency
of testing would be expected to be related to the quality, the coverage
arid th2 depth of cover of the item pool .

Maxiwss—l.ikelihood ap~roach,

163. The other proposal for item—finding procedures uses maximum—likelihood
methods. That is, after aru sequence of ite. responses it is possible, given
luiovn itam parameters and assuming some for m for the characteristic curves,
to determine the ability at which the observed sequence is most likely. The
it.. next selected is then the one with difficulty level closest to the
Ciu-~-i.st ability estimate.
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164. Urry’s (1970 ) is the only general researc h of this kind altho ugh Reckase
(1974 a & b) also uses a maximum—lilelihood approach but working with the
Rasch 1—parameter item model which considers only differences in itemr difficulty.

165. Maximum-likelihood estimation can only sensibly begin once a testee
has made both right and wrong answers. Consequently initial item path s have
to be available to route the testee until he satisfies this preconditi on.
Urry chooses to proceed innediate ly to the appropriate extreme of difficulty
after a first question of median difficulty , while Reckase pr ogresses by
halving or doubli ng difficul ty as appropriate until a contrary answer has
been obtained.

166. Urry’s Monte Carl o simulation study also had a basis in the Rasch
model but went on to include a two—parameter vari ation which took the pr obabili ty
of chanc e success into account, ar id — more importantly — he systematically
varied item discri mination. It is relevant to note that his approach, because
of his initial routing tactics, necessarily included items at one extreme
or other of the difficulty range , for his results indicated that an item
bank with a rectangular distributi on of difficulty was better than one with
a peaked distributi on. This can be seen to be a direct consequence of his
approach. He found for his method that item discrimi nation needed to be high,
with par ameter a at 0.8 or higher , to show advant age over conventio nal testing .
When these conditions were satisfied considerable reductions in test length
were achieved for the same standar d error of measurement as compared with
a conventional test .

167 . The maximum—likelihood approach also requires an assumption for the
for. of the item characteristic curve, but does not require an assumption
for the distributi on of abili ty. In scarsiing the remaining item pool to select
the next question the specification is simpler than for the Bayesian approach
being only a match on difficulty . (~~ the other hand to update the ability
estimate after successive items becomes increasingly onerous as all previous
answers arid their item characteristic curves must be appraised afresh. Again,
then , the method requires substanti al computing resources. In this case the
computing requirements would act to limit test length rather than to limit
the item pool. Urry’s initial strategy in particular seems at risk to an
anomalous response to the first item, but this is not central to the maximum—
likelihood procedure and can be readily overcome.

168. Altogether the item—finding approaches show potentially high benefits,
although the best results are achieved by unrealistically high levels of
ite. discrimination. The requirement for high levels of global item dis-
crimination also seems partly self-defeat ing. An apologist for conventional
testing could ju stifiably argue that the conventional methods have evolved
to work with the items that are available and that the availabili ty of super-.
items is by no means guaranteed.

169. With continuing pr ogress in computer teciniology there is perhaps little
point in emphasising the possible restrictions from computer requirements .
even so there will pre sumably cont inue to be a cost advantage to methods
which can function with slower smaller machines.
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0, Stradaptive ar id Broad—ran ge approaches.

170. These two methods are due resp ectively to Weiss (1973 b) and Lord
(1975 b); they have a number of similaritie s and can be regarded as simpler
item—finding strategies

Strada ptive testing

171. A stra daptive ( from stratified adap tive) test uses an item pool organised
by difficulty level into a number of strata . Figure 13 illustrates the
kind of distribution by difficulty that Weiss has in mind. All the items with in
a stratum are regarded as equivalent although they are queued for use with
the most discriminating items first . A testee make s a tailored entry to the
item pool at what is judged an appro priate stra tum . Depending on his answer
to the first question he is moved to a harder or easier stratum for his next
question — the harder stratum following a right answer. Test ing may cont inue
for as long as required. Weiss draws an explicit analogy with a Binet—type
individual, test . He speaks of basal and ceiling strata , these being the
difficulty levels at which success arid failure are certain . Failure for
multip le—choice items is taken as chance success — although the definition
of this will be somewhat problematic and necessarily probab alistic. Several
scoring method s ar id test termination criteria are possible. Weiss presents
only illustrative results both here ar id in Weiss (1974).

172. A strad aptive test offers more controllable test ing than all but the
item—finding procedures. The reduction of an item pool to strata is a
realistic device aclaiowledging the fall ibility of the item descriptive
information that will in prac tice be available • It has the deficiency as
compared with the ite.—fitnting proceduri s that the method of test scor ing
does not yield an ability estimate directly — the associated advantage is
that it makes no aesumptione about item characteristic curves or the
distribution of ability; at the moment its method of scoring is an open
question. In forming the item strata only global estimate s of item difficulty
and discrimination are used,
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PIGUU 13 An examp l. of an item pool for a atradaptiv. t..t.
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Broad—range testing

173. Lord’s broad—range tailored test is so called because its aim is to
provide e~ffective assessment from Fifth Grade pupils upwards. The test
described is one of verbal abili ty: it draws on a wide range of existing
tests to give an item pool of 182 items of five types. Items were chosen
for type arid difficulty level not for discriminating power.

174. The items are grouped in ten difficulty levels . Essentially items
are again queued within difficulty level in decreasing order of their
discrimination. In fact , because there are five item types certain adjust-
ment s of detail are made here and elsewhere to ensure a generally uniform
mix of types. A testee makes a tailored start at an appropriate entry level.
He is then routed to easier or harder levels depending on his answer. This
routing continues only until at least one wrong ar id one right answer are
available . At this point maximum—likelihood procedures are introduced in
conjunction with item cha racteris tic curve theo ry to find the ability at
which the observed answers are most likely. Now the next item is selected,
from all items of the appropriate type, that gives the most information at
the estimated ability level . The procedure cont inue s for a fixed test
length of 25 items.

175. The design presented is reported by Lord as one chosen from about
thir ty following simulations based on 1,000 or so simulated testees , An item
pool of double the size gave results that were twice as good, the gain being
mainly attributed to the availabilit y of more items and only partly to their
arrangement in more ar id closer difficulty levels. Figure 14 shows the
information function for the broad—range test (for entry at abilit y level
0.75) compared with that for thre e conventional tests adjusted down to the
same 25—item length — the conventional tests are thre e form s of the Preliminary
Scholastic Aptitude Test.

176. Clearly the broad—level tests require greater computing capacity than
the stradaptive test. The broad—range test has the advant ages (ar id disadvan-
tages ) of a base in item characteristic curve the ory . The stradapt ive test
on the other hand can be regarded as a flexible developuent of a branching
test which could be administered — as Weiss points out — by relatively simple
eqaipeent. Lord does not give information about the kind of rout e through
his 10—levels that is t aken after his maximum—likelihood procedure s come
into play — granted that it becomes irrelevant to his method it would never-
theless be of interest if such routes approximated to some steppi ng rule .

177. The limitation of the broad—level test to 25 items is somewhat
arbitrary, but some practical limit is imposed by the item pool available
and possibly by the increasing computing load for maximum -likelihood estimation

ov~ vuW
178. Sections 4 arid 5 respectively reviewed the statistical antecedents
of tailored testi ng and made a case for the context—free use of individual
items.
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179. It has been section s 6 ar id 7 which have traced the developeent of
tailored testing in educational and psychological measurement. Recent
develojae nts have shown considerable promise and there deems now little
doubt that ~per aticnMlly useful instances of iridividualised testi ng will
be with us shortly. However, there have been many difficultie s — not least
of which has been the translation from theb~etical to eapiri~al modes of
research . A ni*ber of concepts ar id points have been picked up in the course
of this review and these are indicative of the method of tailored testing
that is prop osed for initial deve].opeent in study R43 (the longer term research
study within which the work begun in project P560 is now continui ng). At the
time of writing a first series of real-data simulation studies has been
completed with promising results. Details wiU be publishe d in a subsequent Report .
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